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HIGHER EULER CHARACTERISTICS (I)

by Ross Geoghegan1) and Andrew Nicas2)

To Peter Hilton on the occasion of his 70-th birthday.

Abstract. The classical Euler characteristic % %o of a finite complex
lies at the bottom of a sequence of homotopy invariants. The next invariant
in this sequence %i is introduced here and studied in some detail. The rest of
the sequence, %„ with n ^ 2, will be discussed in a sequel paper. Applications
to geometric group theory are found by considering the behavior of %i on an

aspherical finite complex of fundamental group G. Just as the %(G) 4= 0

implies that the center of G is trivial (Gottlieb's Theorem), it is shown here

that (under a weak additional hypothesis and using rational coefficients)
Xi(G) ^ 0 implies that the center of G is infinite cyclic. We also find a

generalization of Gottlieb's Theorem in which the Lefschetz number of an
automorphism of G is related to the fixed subgroup of the automorphism.

Introduction

From our point of view, the classical Euler characteristic of a finite
complex is "zero-th order". In this paper we introduce a "first order" analog,
a new invariant in topology and group theory. In a sequel paper and
in [GNO] we extend these ideas to an "n-th order" Euler characteristic for
all positive n.

For a finite complex X, the new invariant Xi (X;R), defined in § 1, comes
in different forms, depending on the coefficient ring R; and a more
sophisticated version %i(X;R) defined in §2, involves the universal cover
of X. By contrast, the classical analogs of these are essentially the same,
namely the integer %(X). We should tell the reader from the start that all our
first order invariants are trivial if X is simply connected.
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4 R. GEOGHEGAN AND A. NICAS

The paper begins with three rather different definitions of
a discussion of their equivalence, and some motivation for these definitions.
Our point of view is geometric, but for readers more interested in homotopy
theory we include (at the end of § 1) a brief discussion of a fourth definition
in terms of stable homotopy theory.

Next, we discuss the computation of %i (X;R) for 1-complexes, certain
2-complexes, 3-dimensional lens spaces, circle bundles and mapping tori.

In § 5 and § 7, we apply these ideas to group theory. Motivated by Gottlieb's
theorem [Got] that if X is a finite aspherical complex with fundamental

group G and if %(G) %(X) 0 then the center of G is trivial, we find an
analog (Theorem 5.4) which says, roughly, that if %\(G; Q) %\(X; Q) ^ 0

then the center of G is infinite cyclic. This leads us to surprising generalization
of Gottlieb's theorem (Theorem 8.1). In this theorem, one is given an

automorphism 0 of G induced by a map f:X~*X. By the Lefschetz number,
L(0), of 0 we mean the Lefschetz number of /. We prove (under a weak
TGtheoretic hypothesis on G) that if 0 has order r in the group of outer
automorphisms of G and if E/Io^CÔO^O then the intersection of the

center of G and the fixed subgroup of 0 is trivial. We do not know of a previous
theorem which relates so directly the fixed subgroup of an automorphism to
the classical fixed point theory of the associated map.

We also introduce a more refined invariant %\(X) e H1 (T, HHX (ZG))
where HHX(ZG) is the first Hochschild homology group of ZG (see §1).
This is an analog of what one obtains when one computes the classical Euler
characteristic as a Hattori-Stallings trace in the universal cover of X. In the

classical case one essentially recovers %(X), but a significant distinction

appears in the case of the "higher order" invariants. In a natural manner,

%i(X) maps to Xi (X) regarded as an element of Hl (T, H\ (G)). Applications
of Xi t° characteristic classes and Seifert fiber spaces will be given in [GN5].

The ideas presented here are an outgrowth of the one-parameter fixed point
theory developed in [GN^ and its application to dynamics in [GN2].
A summary has appeared as [GN3]. Most of this paper can be read

independently of [GNJ and [GN2]. We make modest use of a few technical

propositions from [GNi] in §2 and §3; in §10 a difficult result from [GN^
is invoked.

One of the definitions of Xit^;^) employs a formula introduced more
than twenty years ago in [Kn] ; we thank Boris Okun for drawing our attention

to that paper.
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1. Three definitions of the first order Euler characteristic

Recall three definitions of the Euler characteristic, %(X), of a finite

complex X.

Definition A0. %(X) E^0(- 1)^ (number of &-cells in X).

Definition B0. %(X;R) l)*rankRHk(X;R) where R is a

principal ideal domain. (This integer is independent of R.)
When X is an oriented manifold, M, we also have:

Definition C0. %(M) intersection number of the graph of the identity

map of M with itself.

We will introduce a higher analog called "the first order Euler
characteristic" of X. There will be three analogous definitions, labelled A1} Bx,
and Cj corresponding to the above definitions of the classical Euler

characteristic. We prove in § 10 that under appropriate hypotheses these new

definitions are equivalent.
First, we establish some notation. Let X be a finite connected CW complex

with base vertex v. Write G %i(X,v) and T 7ii (Xx, id) where Xx is

the function space of all continuous maps X - X. Each y e T can be

represented by a cellular homotopy Fy : X x I -> X such that Fy0 F\ id*.
Orient the cells of X, thus establishing a preferred basis for the integral
cellular chains (C*(X), 8). Choose a lift, ê, in the universal cover, X,
for each cell e of X, and orient ë compatibly with e. Regard the cellular
chain complex (C* (X), 0) as a free right ZG-module chain complex with
preferred basis {ë}. Let Dy*: C*(X) C* + i(X) be the chain homotopy
induced by Fy.

Sign Convention. If e is an oriented A:-cell of X then Dk(e) is the

(k + l)-chain (- 1 )k+lF*(e x I) e Ck+ \(X), where e x I is given the

product orientation.
Let R be a commutative ring. Regard ^0^ 6^ 0 id: Ck(X) (x) R

-+ (X) (x) R and rD\ ^ D\® id: Ck(X) ®R-^Ck+l(X)®R as

matrices over RG and R respectively using the preferred bases. The
abelianization homomorphism A : G Gab Hx (X) extends to a homo-
morphism of R-modules A : RG -> Hx (X; R) HfX) ® R.

We can now state the first definition of our first order Euler characteristic

with coefficients in a commutative ring R. It is a homomorphism
Xi (X; R) : T Hx (X; R). When R Z we write, in abbreviated form,
XiGQ: T HfX). Note that T is abelian, and when X is aspherical,
T Z(G), the center of G; see Proposition 1.3.
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Definition Ax. Let R be a commutative ring of coefficients.

Xl(X;R)(y)£ (-l)*+U(trace(*9,+ i *£>!)) •

k^O

Here, we are multiplying i?G-matrices by R-matrices to obtain
i?G-matrices. Note that %i(X; R)(y) Xi (W)(y) ® L We will show

(Corollary 2.10) that this formula is independent of the various choices that
have been made. Note that in order to know the right hand side, we must have

information at the chain level, namely the matrices /?6yt+i and RDyk.

Definition Ai is the "reduction" of a trace in 1-dimensional Hochschild
homology; the corresponding trace (of the identity map) in 0-dimensional
Hochschild homology "reduces" in the same way to Definition A0; see §2
for more on this.

Our second definition requires the assumption that H* (X; R) be a free
R-module where R is a principal ideal domain. This will be true, for
example, if R is a field. For each k ^ 0, choose a basis {b\,
for Hk(X\R). Let {bkj} be the corresponding dual basis for Hk(X\R).
Let be the obvious quotient obtained from Fy, above.

By means of the Künneth formula, <E>Y induces : Hk(X; R) (x) Hx (S1 ; R)
Hk+ i (X; R). Let u e Hx (S1 ; R) be the generator which defines the usual

orientation on 51.

Definition Bx. Let R be a principal ideal domain. Suppose that

H*(X\R) is a free i?-module.

Xi(X-R)(y)£ (~1)*+1 £ bfnüUblQu)
0 j

where n is the cap product in the sense of [D2].

It is straightforward to show that the formula in Definition is

independent of the choice of basis for X*(X;R).

Remark. Throughout this paper we use Dold's conventions [D2]

for cap and cup products. These conventions are the same as those

of [MS] but differ from those of [Sp]. Writing n ' and u ' for the cap

and cup products of [Sp], we have x n y (- 1)~M)* n'y and

u kj v (- l)\uWv\u v'u where "||" denote the degree of a homology

or cohomology class.

The above expression for %i(^;^)(y) can also be written:

xdX-,R)(y)=£ £(-i)*+1<N u b],<bl(b5®u)>b]
i= 1 kj
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where < •, • > denotes the Kronecker pairing. A trace formula of this kind,

for parametrized maps X x Y X was introduced by R.J. Knill in [Kn].

In order to know the right hand side in Definition B i, we only need

homological information about <DY and cup product information about

H* (X;R). The theory of [Kn] when applied to the identity map of X yields

Definition B0; hence the analogy with Definition Bi (also see §10).

Our third definition, Definition Ci below, is an analog of the

geometric Definition C0 of %{X). Let M be a compact oriented smooth

(or PL) manifold with boundary. The fixed point set of Fy is Fix(FY)
{(xf t)\Fy(x, t) x}, i.e. the coincidence set of Fy and the projection

p: M x I M. As before, we form Oy : M x S1 -> M. We may
perturb Oy to a smooth (or PL) map *PY whose image misses 0M and

whose graph meets the graph of the projection p transversely. Then

Fix(TY) {(x, t) I TY(x, t) x} is a closed 1-manifold which naturally
carries the "intersection orientation", using the order (graph of p, graph
of TY), as explained, for example, in [DG, §8 and §11] and [GNi, §6(A)].
This oriented 1-manifold defines an integral 1-cycle, U(y), in X x Sl. The

integral homology class determined by this cycle will be called the intersection
class. If R is a commutative coefficient ring, let My) e HX(M;R) be the
image of the homology class represented by the cycle U(y) <x) 1 under
p% : Hi (.M x S1 ; R) H{ (M; R). When R Z we write ôz(y) 0 (y).

Definition Ci. Let R be a commutative ring of coefficients.

Xi R) (y) - My)
Definitions A1? B{ and Ci define homomorphisms T ^ HfX; R) which

are related as follows:

Theorem 1.1 (Equivalence).

(i) When R is a principal ideal domain and H* (X; R) is a free
R-module, Definitions Ai and Bx agree;

(ii) when X is an oriented manifold and R is any commutative coefficient
ring, Definitions A x and Cx agree.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is deferred until § 10 so as not to interrupt the
development of the %x-invariant. It is a technical proof, more or less
independent of everything else in the paper.

Suppose that h : X -* Y is homotopy equivalence where F is a finite
CW complex. Let h~l:Y~^X be a homotopy inverse for h. Then the
map h# : Xx -> YY given by f^hfh~1 is a homotopy equivalence. In
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particular, h# induces an isomorphism (h#)*:T T'= nfY7, id). The
assertion that %i(X;R) is a "homotopy invariant" means that the diagram:

r ;

O #)* J, j,

T' Xx{^R) H\{Y\R)

is commutative. Note that the vertical arrows are isomorphisms.

Theorem 1.2. %i (X\R) is a homotopy invariant.

For the proof, see Corollary 2.10. Theorem 1.2 allows us to extend the
definition of Xi (X\R) to any topological space X which is homotopy
equivalent to a finite complex.

Let ^(X) C Xx be the subset of self homotopy equivalences of X
and cß(X,v) C ^(X) consist of those homotopy equivalences which fix u.

There is an evaluation fibration X, v) ^ &(X) X, where rj (/) f(v).
The homotopy exact sequence of this fibration yields the exact sequence:

TT^t^^id) G-+ n0(W(X,v)) n0(^(X))

where r 7ii (A*, id) 7ii (^(2Q, id) and G n1(X,u). The group
f(X) r|#(T) is called the Gottlieb subgroup of G.

Gottlieb showed ([Got, Theorem 1.4]) that &(X) lies in the subgroup
consisting of those elements of G which act trivially on n„(X,u), for all
n ^ 1; in particular, f?(X) C Z(G), the center of G. Indeed by elementary
obstruction theory one obtains (see [Got]):

Proposition 1.3. If X is aspherical then W(X) Z(G) and

r|# : T -» Z(G) is an isomorphism.

In view of this, we will often identify T with Z(G) when X is aspherical.

(The example of X S2 shows that the kernel of t]# : T -> &(X) may be

nontrivial when X not aspherical.)

A group G is of type IF if there exists a K(G, 1) which is a finite
complex. By Theorem 1.2, the first order Euler characteristic is a homotopy
invariant. In particular, applying these definitions to any finite K{G, 1)

complex we obtain the first order Euler characteristic of the group G

of type F. For any commutative ring G of coefficients, it is a homo-

morphism %i (G;R) : Z(G) Gab (x) R.
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Proposition 1.4. Let G be of type JL If %(G) =£ 0 /to
Xi(G;i?) A trivial for any coefficient ring R.

Proof. The center, Z(G), is trivial, by [Got, Theorem IV. 1]. Indeed,

a short proof of this fact is included below as Proposition 2.4. O
We end this section with the promised fourth definition of %\{X, R) in terms

of the transfer maps of [BG], [D3]. For y e T, consider <b^.X x S1 -> X
as above. This defines Öy : X x S1 ^ X x Sl by ÖY(x, z) (Oy(x,z),z)
which is a fiber map with respect to the trivial fibration X - X x S1 — S1.

There is an associated S-map (the transfer) t(Öy): Z00 5+ - Z°° (X x Sl)+
Here, the subscript " + " indicates union with a disjoint basepoint and

'T°°" denotes the suspension spectrum of a space. The S-map x(F) induces

a homomorphism in homology T(Öy)* : H* (»S1 ; R) -> H* (X X S1 ; R).

Theorem 1.5. Let R be a field. Then %fX;R) -p*T(®y)*([S1]).
This is proved in § 10.

2. Discussion of Definition Ai

To explain where Definition Ai comes from, we must review some basic
facts about Hochschild homology. Then we show that the formula in
Definition Aj is well-defined and homotopy invariant.

Let R be a commutative ground ring and let S be an associative R-algebra
with unit. If Mis an S - S bimodule (i.e. a left and right S-module satisfying
(Slm)s2 sl(ms2) for all m e M, and s{,s2eS), the Hochschild chain
complex {C* (5, M), d) consists of Cn(S, M) S®n (g) M where S®n is the
tensor product of n copies of S and

d(sx ® ® sn (x) m) s2 ® ® sn (x) ms{
n - 1

+ E (" 1)^1 ® ® SiSi+i ® • ' • ® sn ® m
i= 1

+ (- 1)".?! ® ® ® snm

The tensor products are taken over R. The n-th homology of this complex
is the «-th Hochschild homology of S with coefficient bimodule M. It is
denoted by HHn(S,M). If M Swith the standard S - S bimodule
structure then we write HHn(S) for HHn(S,M).
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We will be concerned mainly with HHX and HH0 which are computed
from

••• -» S0S0M -$ S 0 M
sx (g s2® m s2 0 msi - sxs2 (x) m + Si (x) s2m

s (x) m h* ms - sm
Next, we consider traces in Hochschild homology. If A is a square

matrix over M, we interpret its trace as an element of M (i.e. as a
Hochschild 0-cycle). The corresponding homology class is denoted by
Tq(A) e HH0(S, AT). If A', i 1, n, are qt x qi+ i matrices over 5
and 5 is a g„ + 1 x qx matrix over M, we define A 1 (x) ••• to
be the qx x qx matrix with entries in the R-module S®n (x) M given by

(y4 1 0 • • • ® ^4 " (X) 5)
k2, ...,kn + j

The trace of A1 (x) • • • (g An (g B, written trace (A1 ® • • • (x) (x) £), is

k\,k2, ,kn+ i

which we interpret as a Hochschild «-chain. Observe that the 1-chain

trace (A (g B) is a cycle if and only if trace (AB) trace (BA), in which case

we denote its homology class by Tx(A(gB) e HHX(S, M). In the
application below, S will be a groupring over the ground ring R and M — S.

We will use the notation Gx for the set of conjugacy classes of a group G.

The partition of G into the union of its conjugacy classes induces a

direct sum decomposition of HH*(ZG) as follows: each generating
chain c gi ® ••• (x) g„ (g m can be written in canonical form as

gi ® • • • 0 gn0 g„
1

• ' ' gîlgwherewe think of i
• • • gnm e G

as "marking" the conjugacy class C(g). All the generating chains occurring
in the boundary d{c) are easily seen to have markers in C(g) when put into
canonical form. For Ce Gx let G*(ZG)C be the subgroup of C*(ZG)
generated by those generating chains whose markers lie in C. The
decomposition ZG= ©CeGlZC as a direct sum of abelian groups determines a

decomposition of chain complexes C* (Z G © c e g {G* (Z G c. There

results a natural isomorphism HH*(ZG) ® c e g1HH*{ZG)c where the

summand HH*(ZG)C corresponds to the homology classes of Hochschild

cycles marked by the elements of C. We call this summand the C-component.
Given any ZG-ZG bimodule N let N be the left Z G module whose underlying

abelian group is N and whose left module structure is given by

gm g - m - g~l. There is a natural isomorphism HH*{ZG,N) H*(G,N)
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which is induced from an isomorphism of the Hochschild complex to the bar

complex for computing group homology; see [I, Theorem l.d]. The

decomposition ZG= ®ceGYZC is a direct sum of left ZG modules,

inducing a direct sum decomposition H*(G, ZG) ©Ce gxH*(G, ZC).
Choosing representatives gc g C we have an isomorphism of left ZG
modules ZC Z(G/Z(gc)) where Z(h) {g e G\h ghg~1} denotes

the centralizer of h e G. Since H* (G, Z(G/Z(gc))) is naturally
isomorphic to H*(Z(gc)), we obtain a natural isomorphism HH*(ZG)

©ce Gj#* (Z(gc)); furthermore, HH*(ZG)C corresponds to the

summand H*(Z(gcj) under this identification. In particular
HH0(ZG) ZGi the free abelian group generated by the conjugacy classes,

and HHfZG) ©Ceg^i(Z(gc)), the direct sum of the abelianizations
of the centralizers. Indeed, if g © g"1gc is a cycle then its homology class

in HHfZG) corresponds to {g} e //i(Z(gc)).
The augmentation s: ZG -> Z can be viewed as a morphism of ZG-ZG

bimodules, where Z is given the trivial bimodule structure, or as a morphism
s:ZG->Z of left ZG-modules. Then there is an induced chain map
C* (ZG, ZG) - C* (ZG, Z) and a commutative diagram:

HH* (ZG, ZG) ^ HH* (ZG, Z)

I n I

H*(G,ZG) ^ H*(G, Z)

where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms.
Recall the abelianization homomorphism A : ZG Gah Hx (X) Hi (G)

used in Definition Aj.

Proposition 2.1. If a © m e Cx (ZG, Z) is a Hochschild 1 -cycle
representing z e HHfZG, Z), where cteZG and nt e Z, then
p(z) ZiAidn^eHfG).

Proof This follows from the fact that d\ ZG ® ZG © Z -> ZG © Z
becomes g{ © g2 ® 1 ^ (g2 ~ gig2 + gi) ® 1. One easily shows that the
map g © 1 ^ A(g) induces p.

With notation as in §T let D\: Ck(X) ^ Ck+{(X) be the lift
of D\. Write 0 =« ©*0*, ^=©(- l)k+lDyk and / ©*(-l^id*
(viewed as matrices). The chain homotopy relation becomes Dyd - dDv

~ h#(Y)_1) [Explanation: the minus sign occurs on the left because
of the sign convention built into the matrix Dy; the right hand side is
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thus because the 0-end of the homotopy Fy is lifted to the identity, while
the 1-end is lifted to the covering translation corresponding to r|#(y); the

inversion occurs because we have G acting on the right.]

Proposition 2.2. Xi(^;^)(y)> as given in Definition Ax, is

independent of the choice of the cellular homotopy Fy representing y.

Proof. It is enough to consider the case R Z. We must show that if
F] — F\ \ X x /-> XxtXX x {0, 1}, with corresponding chain homotopies
£>*Y and D* Y, then A (trace(9D1'7)) A (trace(8D2>y)).

There is a degree 2 chain homotopy Ek: Ck(X) -> Ck + 2(X) such that

Fk-\dk — dk + 2Ék Dyuk - D \ k. Write É ®k(- l)k + 2Ek (viewed

as a matrix). Then Éd + dÉ D\ - D\. So trace(8 (x) (D\ - D\))
*= dtrace (6 (x) 9 (x) E) is a Hochschild boundary. The desired result now
follows from Proposition 2.1.

Direct calculation yields:

(2.3) d(trace(9 ® Dy)) y(X)(l - ti# (y).
This leads to a quick proof (translating an idea of Stallings [St]) of an

important theorem of Gottlieb [Got, Theorem IV. 1]:

Proposition 2.4. If %(X) 0 then &(X) is trivial.

Proof. Since %(X) ^ 0, (2.3) shows that every (1 - r|# (y) ~l) represents
0 e HH0(ZG). This implies that r|#(y) 1.

Proposition 2.5. In the Hochschild complex, C*(ZG,ZG),
trace(9 (x) Dy) is a cycle.

Proof. If %(X) 0, use (2.3). If %(X) ^ o, use (2.3) and

Proposition 2.4.

Define the lift of %i • ; Z) to be the function XfX) : T HHX (ZG) which
takes y to ri(9(x)DY), the homology class of the cycle trace(9 (x) Dy).
The proof of Proposition 2.2 shows that this is also independent of the choice

of Fy representing y.
There is a left action of Z(G) on HH*(ZG). At the level of chains it

is defined by

Cû • (gl ® • • • <g> gn® m)gi®® gn ® (mco -1

where co e Z(G). One easily checks that this action is compatible with d
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and hence makes HH*{ZG) into a left Z(G)-module. The summand

HH*(ZG)C is taken by the left action of co isomorphically onto

the summand M,(ZG)Cw-. where Ceo"1 is the conjugacy class

{gco-1 I g e C}.
Since r| maps F into Z(G), r| defines a left action of T on ^(ZG, ZG)

and on HHfZG). By considering lifts of homotopies, we clearly get:

Proposition 2.6. When HHX (ZG) is regarded as a left T-module,

Xi(X) becomes a derivation; i.e. Xi{X){yxy2) Xi(20(yi) +

yi'Xx(X)(y2).

Derivations modulo inner derivations yield one-dimensional coho-

mology; in particular, Xi(A) defines a cohomology class XiC^O [Xi CA!')]

G H1 (F, HH\ (ZG)).
The derivation X i (X) depends on the choice of lifts è of the cells e of X

(see §1). However, we have:

Proposition 2.7. Up to inner derivations, Xi(W) is independent of
the choice of cell orientations and of the choice of lifts. Hence %\{X) is a

well-defined cohomology class.

Proof. Another choice of cell orientations and lifts to the universal cover
determines a chain complex (C'*{X), 6i) and a chain homotopy Ë\: C'k(X)
-> C'k + l{X). By the "change of basis formula", [GNl9 Proposition 3.3],
we have:

TfW®Ëy) - Tx(d(S)Dy) TfU<g) C/-1(1 - rt^(y)1»

where U is the change of basis matrix. Since y Tx (U (x) U~1 (1 - r| # (y) ~1

is clearly an inner derivation, the conclusion follows.

We may regard Definition Ai as defining a cohomology class %\(X)
e H1 (T, H\ (G)). Clearly we have:

Proposition 2.8. Under the homomorphism induced by s* : HHX {ZG)
Hi (G), %i(X) is taken to Xi (^)- Thus Definition A x is independent of

the choice of lifts and %i(X) is homomorphism.

Despite Propositions 2.2 and 2.8, the formula in Definition A! might
appear to depend on the CW structure of X. However, we have:
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Theorem 2.9. The cohomology classes %i(X) and %i(X) are

homotopy invariants.

Proof. Since 8* (%i(X)) %i(X), it is sufficient to show that %\(X)
is a homotopy invariant. Let X -> Y be a homotopy equivalence. By making
use of mapping cylinders, we may assume without loss of generality that
X ^ Y is an inclusion of X into F as a subcomplex. Choose orientations
for the cells of Y and oriented lifts of these cells to the universal cover,
Y, of Y. Let X p~l(X) where p: Y ^ Y is the covering projection. Since

X ^ Y is a homotopy equivalence, X is the universal cover of X. Choose the

basepoint to be a vertex of X. Given y e T' 7ii ($f(F), id), the homotopy
extension property allows one to find a self homotopy of the identity
Fy : Y x / - Y which has the additional property that Fy(XxI) C X.
Let D\: C*(Y)-+C*(Y) be the chain homotopy determined by Fy and

let D \ I be the restriction of D\ to C*(X). Let C*(Y,X) be the relative
chain complex with boundary operator denoted by 8. Then D\ induces a

chain homotopy on this complex which we will denote by D \. There is a

commutative diagram:

C*{X) -> C* Y) - C*(Y,X)

Dili Dil Dil
CAY) "> CAY) - C*(Y,X)

By [GNl5 Proposition 3.5], we have that, in HHX{ZG):

Ti(d (x) Dy) - T{(ß \®Dy\) Ti(d ® Dy)
Although for a given y e T\ 7^(8* could, in principle,
be nonzero we will show that y Tx (8* (x) D I) is a coboundary.
Let C* C*(Y,X). Since X Y is a homotopy equivalence, C is a

contractible chain complex. Let C* be a chain contraction.

Then D \ is chain homotopic to H* (1 - rj # (y) -l) via the chain homotopy

H*(D\ - 7/*(l — Ti#(y)~1 ))• Using the given bases, we can represent 8

and H as matrices over Znx(Y). Reusing symbols, we write 8 ©/8/,
H= © /(- 1)/+1 Hj (viewed as matrices). Then, by [GNi, Lemma 3.2],

G(8 ®Dy) 7V(8 ® H{\ — ri#(y)-1 where H(l - ti#(y)-l) is the

matrix obtained by multiplying each element of H on the right by
1 - ti#(y)_1 e Z7ii(F). Clearly, y Tx (8 ® H{\ - q# (y)r!))^ is an

inner derivation. It follows that the derivations y ^ Tx (8 (x) Dy) and

y Ti (8 I (x) Dy J represent the same cohomology class.

Corollary 2.10. The formula in Definition A x is a well-defined

homotopy invariant of X.
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3. Some calculations

In this section we give some computations of %i (A) and %\(X) which

make use of explicit cell decompositions of the universal cover, A, of X. The

simplest non-trivial example is the circle, X S\ which is treated in (A).
In (B) we consider aspherical 2-complexes, X, arising from groups with
two generators and one defining relation. In (C), A is a 3-dimensional lens

space with odd order fundamental group; in fact, the computation there is

already implicit in [GNl5 §5(B)]. In (D), X is the real projective plane.

(A) Finite graphs

A finite connected 1-complex, A, is aspherical so by Propositions 1.3

and 2.4, T tti (<?(A), id) is trivial unless A has the homotopy type
of SL Take A to be S1 with one 0-cell, u, and one 1-cell, e. Then A is the
real line with the usual CW structure. Orient u by + 1 and e by u e2niu.

Let z1 e T ttj (S1, z;) be represented by the loop u ^ e~2niu (this generator
of Thas been chosen for compatibility with §6). Recall that we use the right
action of T, so

0
0 t- 1

0 0

The matrix D[R i1 corresponding to positive rotation, R p. S1 x I -

through 271 (the first "tumble" in the language of §6) is

£>[* i]
0 0

1 0

note that the Sign Convention of § 1 is used here. Thus Xj (Sl) ([i^])
is represented by (t - 1) ® 1 which is homologous to f(g)l, and
Xi(51)([Ri]) {/}. Now, [Äj] generates the infinite cyclic group T.
Making the standard identifications of T and T with Z (i.e. identifying [Rx]
and t~x with 1 e Z), we obtain:

Example 3.1. Z - Z is multiplication by - 1.

Remark. The circle belongs to the classes of spaces considered in §4
and §6, so the methods there also apply.

(B) Groups with two generators and one relation
Let A be a finite 2-complex with one vertex, u9 and one 2-cell, e2.

We further assume that A is aspherical. By Lyndon's theorem [Ly], this
is the case if and only if the element of the free group defined by the
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attaching map of the 2-cell is not a proper power. As in (A), the group
T Z(7Ui(A») is trivial unless X has two 1-cells, e| and e\ (otherwise
%(X) ^ 0), so we assume this.

The case when X is homotopy equivalent to the 2-torus is exceptional.
The following calculation is a special case of Example 6.15. Alternatively,
the same result can be obtained by the method of Example 3.8 below.
See also Corollary 4.8.

Example 3.2. Let X be homotopy equivalent to the 2-torus. Then

Xi(X) 0. Consequently, Proposition 2.8 implies %i(AC) 0.

In all (aspherical) cases other than the 2-torus, T is known to be either
trivial or infinite cyclic [Mu].

Orient u by +1, and choose orientations for the the other cells. There
is a corresponding presentation <Xi,x2| r) of G 7ii(X,u), where xt
denotes the element of G represented by the oriented loop e), and r is the

attaching word in {xf} with respect to the chosen orientation on e2.

Choose lifts of the cells so that:
~ ~ i ~ ~~o 0r _ i ör _ 1

di(e (Xi - l)u and d2(e2) —e -i e?.
dx! dx2

We have written these in terms of the left action of G because we are using
the free differential calculus [B, p. 45] which is traditionally done in terms

of left actions. We will then convert to right actions using the involution
*:ZG->ZG, Y*inigi^ E/^/gr1-

For y e Z(G), there is a unique (up to homotopy) cellular homotopy
Fy : idx~* idx. The track of the basepoint presents y as a word in {xf}, and

Dl{d)
6y 9y

H
0Xi 0X2

There are o2 e ZG such that D\(e{) Oië2. Thus the relevant matrices

are:

[Xj
1 - 1 X2

1 - 1], 02

7 dry
te)

0>A*

dx2 j

D0

0y \ *

0Xi j

ldy_V
\dx2)

and Di [of of]. So X{(X) (y) is represented by the chain:

(3.3) trace(0 (x) Dy) X
/ l

ur1-!) s * / dr *
+

0X;
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By Proposition 2.1, this implies:

i.mw= £

where e: ZG-*Zisaugmentation. For any e represented by the word w

in {xf}, A(g) (g) A(xj). Substituting, we get:

Xl(X)(y)= -A(y)~ E 6(0
1 « i,j <i 2

I 8 2r \
\8Xy8X;/

A(Xj)

The fact that Dd-82? I(1- t|#(y)_1) yields six equations in It is

straightforward to check that when 8 is applied to these they reduce to:

Lemma 3.4. For all 1 < i,j<2, s(o,)s ^

The chain complex C*(X) is Z ^ Z © Z ^ Z where

92(D (-)• £(-)
\8xi/ \QX2)

and 8, 0. If H2(X)0 then 82 0, and by Lemma 3.4, s(o,)
£(02) 0. Hence:

Proposition 3.5. If H2(X)0 then - A.

If H2(X) ± 0 then d2 0. In this case we may regard A(x,) and A(x2)
as a basis for the free abelian group Gab- Writing H{r) for the Fox Hessian

\dXjQXjJ
matrix of r, namely H(r),(

we have:

Proposition 3.6. If H2(X) F 0 then

X.PO (Y) ~A(y) - [£(©!) s(o2)]

and H(ry for its transpose

t\A(x 1)

[A(X2)

The matrix H(r) can be computed once we are given the relation r.
The integers sfoO and s(o2) depend on y; in general, they are hard to
compute although we will do so in some special cases (see Examples 3.8

and 3.9 below).
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The matrix H(r) is determined by the cup product H1 (X) (g) H1 (X)
~^H2(X):

Proposition 3.7. Assume H2(X) ± 0. Let {Ä(x1),Ä(x2)} be the
dual basis for Hl(X), Then H{r)u (À(xt) u Ä(xf)) ([e2]); hence:

Xi(X) (y) -A(y) - (Ä(xi)vÄ(x2j) ([e2]) (&(ol)A(x2) - s(a2)A(xi))

Proof. This is the same formula given by Definition ET (note that

H*(X) is free abelian and so Definition Bi applies to integral coefficients).
A direct proof of Proposition 3.7 is also possible.

Example 3.8. G= <Xj, x21 x2xx2_ m ^ 2. Here, Z(G) is gene-
Q rrated by x, and H2(X) ± 0. One calculates: — (x2 - 1) Y,?=~o*\>
dx{

Qr dy dy
— - 1 - x, — — 0, oi 0 and o2 1. (Actually,
dX2 0Xi 0X2

one sees these values for the sigmas intuitively and then one checks that the

resulting D gives the right answer.) Thus XfX) (xf) is represented by the

cycle (Xj-1 - 1) (x) Y^TJq x\l + (1 ~ X\m) ® 1 which is homologous to
the canonical form: xxl(g)xx XV) + x-1 ® xx{m~l)xxm. It
follows that (see §2) XfX)(x) e HHfZG) ©Ce Gl H, (Z(gc))
has [xp]-summand - {xi} e Hx (Z(xf')), for 1 ^ ^ m - 1, and

[xxm] -summand {m - 1) {xj} e HfG) Gab; here, [g] denotes the con-
jugacy class of g. By Proposition 2.1 (or 3.6), %i(X)(x) 0. It is not
difficult to see that XfX) is not an inner derivation. In particular, the first
order Euler characteristic is zero, while %\(X) ^ 0.

Example 3.9. G <Xj, x21 x"7x2>, m 0 and n =£ 0. (If m and n are

relatively prime, then G is the group of the (m, - n) torus knot.) Here, Z(G)
is generated by x x2~", and H2(X) 0. By Proposition 3.5, %x(X)(x)

- mA(xi) nA(x2). It is also of interest to calculate Xx(X){x).
We get — E/ o xi, — i L/ o ^2? — L/ o *i > — u, o i — 0

0Xi 0X2 0Xi 0X2

and o2 x2 - 1. Thus Xi(A)(xf) is represented by the cycle (Xj~1 - 1)

® Y,?=q x\l + (Xn o ® (x2
1 ^ 1) which is homologous to the

canonical form:
m - 1 « - 1

X (*r1 <g>xixr') + ü (x20x2"ix2) + ®xr<",_1)xrm
/ l / i

+ X2 (X) X^
1

1
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(C) Lens spaces

Let (p,q) be a pair of relatively prime positive integers with p > 1.

The lens space L(p,q) is the orbit space of the action of the cyclic group

Z/p {x\xp 1> on the 3-sphere S3 {(z0,zx) e C21 | z012 + \zi \2 1}

defined by x(zo > zx) (e2ni/p Zo, e2nxq/p zx)> The point in L(p, q) determined

by the orbit of (zo,zx) e S3 will be denoted [zo,Zi]>

For any pair of integers (m, «) such that m n mod p define a smooth S1

action ym,n:Sl x LQ?, q)-+L(p, q) by e2lxxB [z0, zx] [e2nxQm/pZo, e2nxQnq/pzx].

These actions represent elements of T nx(^(L(p, #)), id).
The group HHx(Z[Z/p]) is isomorphic to a direct sum of p copies

of Z/p; furthermore, the Hochschild 1-cycles {x ® x~l~k\k 0, ...,p - 1}

project to a set of generators for HHX (Z[Z/p]). Define cz-, dt e Z for 0 ^ /

< p - 1 by m-/-l (c):-l)p + bi and nq - i - 1 (r/z - l)/7 + b\
where 0 ^ Z?z, Z?- ^ p - 1. Let sk c^_! + rdkq-X, where the indices are

interpreted mod p and rq 1 mod p.
There is a natural cell structure on the universal cover, S3, of L(p,q)

(see [GNi, § 5 (B)]). Using this cell structure, [GNi, Lemma 5.3] asserts:

Proposition 3.10. Xx(L(p, q)) ([ym,n]) e HHx(Z[Z/p]) is
represented by the Hochschild cycle - Y,Pk~=lskx ® x~l~k.

Remark. We take this opportunity to correct some inadvertently
omitted minus signs from the computed examples in [GN1? §5]. In
order to conform with our Sign Convention (see § 1) used both here

and in [GNJ, the various chain homotopies D appearing in the explicit
computations of [GNi, §5] should be replaced by - D. Consequently,
in [GN1? Lemma 5.3], [GNi, Proposition 5.4] and [GNi, Corollary 5.5]
ß(Ym,n)> R{ym,n) and L(ym,n) should be replaced by -ß(ym)/z), - R(ym,n)
and - L(ym>n) respectively. Similarly, R(Fn) should be replaced by

- R(Fn) in [GNi, Theorem 5.1] and ^(^>2) should be replaced by -i?(<D2)
in [GNi § 5(C)].

The homomorphism e: HHX (Z[Z/p]) -> Hx (Z/p) takes the generators
{x®*-1-*} to the same generator, a, of Hx(Z/p). From the proof of
[GN], Corollary 5.5], we deduce:

Proposition 3.11. %i(L(p,qj)([ymtn]) - (m + n)a.

If p is odd then Propositions 3.10 and 3.11 give complete computations
of Xi (L(p, q)) and %x (L(p, q)) respectively because the [Ym>n]'s generate T;
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indeed by [GNi, Proposition 5.7], for odd p, r is cyclic of order 2p2. The

proof there also shows that 2[yXA] is of order p2 and that p[yo,p] is of
order 2 in T, so [72,2+^2] generates T.

(D) The projective plane

We saw that when X is aspherical and %(X) =£ 0 then T 0 and so our
first order invariants vanish. In the presence of non-trivial higher homotopy
these invariants need not vanish, despite %(X) =£ 0, as demonstrated by the

example of the real projective plane X P2.
Write G nx (P2) Z/2; denote the generator of G by t. Give P2

the customary cell structure consisting of one cell in each of dimensions

0, 1, and 2. The universal cover P2 is naturally identified with S2 and
the corresponding cellular chain complex is:

C2(S2)1+- lC0(S2)

Every element of T can be represented by a basepoint preserving
homotopy F: P2 x I -» P2 with F0 Fl \dPi. We have F0 Fx id52

because the basepoint is preserved. It is easy to verify that the
corresponding chain homotopy D* : C*(S2) -> C*(S2) is then zero on C0(S2)
and takes ex to ë2m{l-t~l) where m e Z. By elementary obstruction

theory, there exists F F{m) realizing any me Z. In this case

trace(6 (x) D) — (1 + t~x) ® 1 - t~l) which is homologous to the
canonical form mt~l (x) tt~l - mt~l (x) tt~2. Since %(P2) 1 0,

the Gottlieb group ri#(T) ^(P2) 0 and so the derivation Xx(P2) is a

homomorphism and need not be distinguished from its cohomology class

Xi(P2) e7/1(r,iT//1(Z(Z/2))) Hom(T, i/i/j (Z(Z/2))). It follows that

Xi(P2) ([FW]) (m, - m) e Z/2 © Z/2 HHx{Z(Z/2))

In particular, when m is odd Xi(F2) ([F^]) ^ 0. On the other hand, this

shows %\(P2) 0.

4. S^Fibrations

In this section we investigate the first order Euler characteristic of the

total space of an orientable Serre fibration with Sl-fiber.
Let S1 -> X B be an orientable Serre fibration where B is a (not

necessarily finite) connected CW complex and X has the homotopy type
of a finite complex. By classical obstruction theory, fiber homotopy
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equivalence classes of orientable S'-fibrations over a CW complex B

are classified by the integral cohomology group Given an

element e e H2(B;Z)[B,CP"]one obtains a principal t/(l)-bundle

over B by pulling back, via a continuous map B CP°° representing e,

the £/(l)-bundle associated to the canonical complex line bundle over the

infinite dimensional complex projective space CP00. Thus we can assume,

without loss of generality, that S1 X A B is a principal U(l)-bundle.

In particular, there is a free U(l)-action on X which we will write

as Let t e T (%(X), 1) be the element represented

by O (O <Î>T in the notation of §1). For any coefficient ring P,

let {r} e Hx{X\R) denote the image of t under the composite:

T ^ Tii(X) - H\(X) -> H\(X\ R)

Also, let eR be the image of the element eeH2(B; Z) which classifies

S1 -> X B under the homomorphism H2(B; Z) H2(B; R).

Lemma 4.1. If F is a field, then { t } e Hx(X\ F) A non-zero if and

only if eF 0.

Proof. Consider the Gysin homology sequence for the fibration
Sl -+X^B:

>H2(B;F)'^nif0(5;F)^//1(Ar;F)^tf1OB;F)->0

Since H2(B; F) ^ H0(B; F) F is just evaluation of the cohomology
class eF on homology, 0O is non-zero if and only if eF 0. Let u e X be a

basepoint and let {71(F)} e H0(B;¥) be the generator determined by the
inclusion of n(u) into B. The fact that 90({^}) - follows from the

naturality of the Gysin sequence homology sequence, by mapping the Gysin
sequence of the trivial fibration S1 -» Sl -> 71(F), via the homomorphism
induced by inclusion, into the Gysin sequence for S1 X B.

Theorem 4.2. Let ¥ be a field. If eF * 0 then %i{X;Y) (t) 0.

If eF — 0 then //*(P;F) is finite dimensional over F and %i(A;F)(t)
-%(B; F){t} where %(B; F) Ef>0(- lVdim^*; F).

Proof. In this proof, all homology and cohomology groups will have
coefficients in the field F. Since B is the orbit space of the U(l)-action
on X given by <E>, there is a commutative square:

XxS1$ X
re x id I 71 I

5x5' ^ B
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where p: B x S1 B is projection. This square induces a commutative ladder
mapping the Gysin homology sequence of S1 -+ X x S1 n^ld B x S1 to the

Gysin homology sequence of S1 - X ^ B :

HiiBxS1) ^ Hi+l(XxSl)("^d>*Hi+1(B X S1) -+ x S1)

| P* J, P* j
//,(£) - Hi+l(X)-+1 (5) //,_,(!?)

For each integer 0 ^ i ^ dimX choose a basis {Z?i, b1^.} for Ht{X) such

that for some integer ra,- < $i{blm.+ p ^ß.} is a basis for the kernel of
7z*: Hi(X)Hi(B). The corresponding dual basis for H'(X) will be

denoted by {b \, b1^.}. Since we are using coefficients in a field, we
make the identifications H*(B x S1) H*(B) g H*(Sl) and H*(X x S1)

H* (X) g (51) via the natural isomorphism given by the homology
exterior product. Let u e HX{SX) be the generator determined by the
standard orientation of Sl. Using Definition Bx,

X,(X;F)(x)= £ (-1)*+1 £
* ^ 0 y - 1

Consider b)g u e Hi+l(X x Sl) where rrit + 1 ^ y ^ ß,. Since lies in
ker 7i%, the exactness of the Gysin sequence implies that blj g u Q'(c g u)
for some c e Hi(B). Consequently,

® m) O*(0'(c(x) «)) 0(p*(c(x) 0

because p*(cg u) 0. It follows that

mk

(4.3) Xi(X;¥) (t) £ (-1)^' £
k ^ 0 y 1

For each k, the set {7t^ (b\),..., n* (bkmk)} is a basis for the image of
7i% : Hk(X) -> Hk{B). Extend this set (in any manner) to basis for Hk{B) and

let {ti* (b\), 7i* (bkm )} denote the corresponding portion of the dual

basis for Hk(B). Then b) =« n* (n*(bf)), 0 ^ j < mk. Consider the

commutative diagram:
(;t X id)*

Hk(BxSl)->X S1)

p* î t* Î
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Then, for 0 ^ j < mki

bj n <b*(bj0 u)<M<I>*(bj) n ®

<$>*(<&* (n*(n*{bkjj)) n

«D*((71 x id)*(p* n (b- uj)
using the above diagram

O* ((bj (x) 1) n (ft* ® u))

0*((èf n ft*) ®u) 0*(M ® u) {t}
where {i>} is the natural generator of H0(X) determined by the inclusion of

the basepoint v into X. From the proof of Lemma 4.1, 0*({f} ® u) {x}.
Substituting the above computation into Formula 4.3 yields %i(X;F)(t)

("Lk> o(- 1 )k+lmk) {t}. If e¥ ± 0 then Lemma 4.1 implies that {t} 0

and so %i(X; F) (x) 0. Thus the conclusion of the theorem is valid in this

case. If eF 0 then from the portion

Hk(X) ^ Hk(B) Tr" Hk.2(B)

of the Gysin homology sequence we deduce that n * is onto and consequently

mk dimF Hk(B, F). Thus dimFif*(5,F) is finite and 0(- 1) * +1 mk

-X(B; F).

Theorem 4.2 can be used to recalculate %\(X\ F) in Examples 3.8 and 3.9.

Next, we consider integer coefficients. Suppose that Sl - X B is a

smooth orientable (7(l)-bundle over a smooth, closed, oriented manifold B.

Let X be the one dimensional subbundle of the tangent bundle of X consisting
of vectors which are tangent to the circle fibers and let be v be a complementary
bundle to X. Then v n*(TB) where TB is the tangent bundle of B.
Let [B] g Hn(B;Z) be the fundamental class of B where n dim B. The
Euler class, Eul(v) g Hn(X; Z), is given by

Eul(v) Eul(7r*(T5)) 7i* (Eul(T5)) x(£)n *([£]*)
where [B]* e Hn(B; Z) is the generator determined by the condition
[B] *([5]) 1; see [MS, Corollary 11.12]. The Gysin homology sequence
for S1 XB determines a fundamental class for X; [X] eHn + x(X) is

the image of [5] under the homomorphism 0„: Hn(B; Z) -> Hn + (X; Z).
For any closed oriented ra-dimensional manifold M, let PDm\H1(M)

Hm _ ; (M) be the Poincaré duality isomorphism explicitly given by
PDm(x) (- l)'^-')* n [M] where x e Hl(M) and [M] e Hm(M) is the
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fundamental class ((- l)'(-') appears because of our use of Dold's sign

conventions). An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 of [GN2] is the

following computation of %\(X) (with integer coefficients):

Theorem 4.4. %x{X) (x) - PDx(Eul(v)).

Theorem 4.5. Under the above hypotheses, %i(X) (x) - %(B) {x}.

Proof. There is a Poincaré duality isomorphism between the Gysin

homology sequence and the Gysin cohomology sequence, a portion of which
is shown below:

H0(B; Z) - Hi (X ; Z) ^ H{(B;Z)

pdb Î pd* I PDb f

Hn(B; Z) ^ H»(X;Z) - H"~l(B;Z)
Let v e X be a basepoint, and let {7i(u)} e H0(B; Z) be the generator
determined by the inclusion of 7z(v) into B. From the above diagram,
PD^(7t* ([£]*)) 00({7i(u)}). Also, from the proof of Lemma 4.1,
9o({tc(^)}) {t}. Thus PD^(Eul(v)) %(B){x }. Regarding the free

£/(l)-action on A" as a flow, we can now invoke Theorem 4.4 to conclude

that x(5){t} -XiWW-
Example 4.6. Let be a closed oriented surface of genus g > 1 and

let Ln be a complex line bundle over with Chern number n. Let MHyg

be the total space of the £7(1)-bundle associated to Ln. Then MU}g is a

closed oriented aspherical 3-manifold which fibers over The center of
7i] (M„tg) is the infinite cyclic group generated by x (represented by a

circle fiber); the image, {x}, of x in Hi(Mn g) Z2g © Z/n generates the

Z/n summand. By Theorem 4.5, %i (M„tg): Z -> Hx is given by

Xi (Mn,g) (x) (2g — 2) {x}.

Let Tn, where n > 1, be the «-torus (i.e. the «-fold product of copies

of t/(l)). Let Abe a closed oriented smooth manifold and let p : Tn x X X
be a smooth free action of Tn. This action defines a homomorphism

p : Tn Diff (X) where Diff (X) is the diffeomorphism group of X.
Let Tp C T be the image of the composite:

UiiT",1) ^ 71, (Diff(X), id) -> 7i,(f(X),id) r
Proposition 4.7. The restriction of %i(X): T - HfX) to Tp is

the zero homomorphism.
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Proof: Since n > 1, if T C Tn is a circle subgroup then %(X/T) 0.

Applying Theorem 4.5 to the bundle T X-+ X/T yields the

conclusion.

Corollary 4.8. If n > 1 then %i(Tn): Zn 7/1 is zero.

5. A HIGHER ANALOG OF GOTTLIEB'S THEOREM

Let G be a group of type JC Gottlieb's theorem (see Propositions 1.3

and 2.4) asserts that if %(G) ± 0 then Z(G), the center of G, is trivial. We

prove an analogous theorem for %i(G; Q): if %i(G; Q) ^ 0 then the center

of G is infinite cyclic provided G satisfies an extra hypothesis (explained below)

related to the Bass Conjecture; see Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.4.

Throughout this section R will be a commutative ground ring. Let S be

any associative R-algebra with unit. The Hochschild homology group
HHq(S) is the R-module S/[S,S] where [S, S] is the R-submodule of S

generated by {ab - ba \ a, b e S}; see §2. Recall that K0(S) is the abelian

group F/A where F is the free abelian group generated by the set of
all isomorphism classes [.M] of finitely generated projective right S-modules

MC ©°°= i S and A is the subgroup of F generated by relations of the form

[Mi © M2] - [Mi] - [M2]. Since a finitely generated projective module is

the image of a finitely generated free module under an idempotent
homomorphism, each element of K0(S) can be represented by an idempotent
matrix over S. The Hattori-Stallings trace T0: K0(S) HH0(S) is defined
as follows. Let A : M -> M be an idempotent endomorphism of a free, finitely
generated right S-module M representing x e K0(S). If [A] is the matrix
of A with respect to a given basis for M then T0(x) is defined to be

T0([A]) eHHo(S).
Consider the groupring, RG, of a group G over R. Then HH0(RG)

is naturally isomorphic to the free TGmodule generated by Gi, the set

of conjugacy classes of G (see §2 for an explanation in the case R Z).
Recall that for g e G we write C(g) e Gi for the conjugacy class of g,
HH0(RG)c(g) for the summand of HH0(RG) corresponding to C(g)
and xC(g) for the C(g)-component of a e HH0(RG). Also write HH0(RG)

HH0(RG)c(l) © HH0(RG)' where 1 e G is the identity element of G,
and HHq(RG)' is the direct sum of the remaining summands. The
augmentation homomorphism s: RG -> R induces a homomorphism
s* : HH0(.RG) -> HH0(R) R.
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Strong Bass Property. We say that the group G has the Strong Bass

Property over R, abbreviated to "SBP over R", if the image of the homo-
morphism T0: K0(RG) -» HH0(RG) lies in the HH0(RG)C(p summand.

Weak Bass Property. We say that the group G has the Weak Bass

Property over R, abbreviated to "WBP over R", if the composite

Tq projection e*
K0(RG) HH0(RG) HH0(RG)' R

is zero.

Clearly, if G has the SBP over R then it also has WBP over R. There are
well-known conjectures concerning the SBP and the WBP (see [Bass], [DV]
and [St, §4.1]):

Strong Bass Conjecture. Every group has the SBP over Z.

Weak Bass Conjecture. Every group has the WBP over Z.

The corresponding conjectures are false over Q for a group which has

nontrivial torsion; instead, one could conjecture:

Strong Bass Conjecture over Q. Every torsion free group has the SBP

over Q.

Weak Bass Conjecture over Q. Every torsion free group has the WBP
over Q.

Each element of the center of G, Z(G), makes up its own conjugacy class.

Given a subgroup N of Z(G), let HH0(RG)N ®c(g) e c{N)HHo(RG)C{g)
where c(N) is the set of conjugacy classes in G represented by elements

of N. Then HH0(RG) HH0(RG)N © HH0(RG)'N where HH0(RG)'N is

the direct sum of the summands corresponding to the conjugacy classes

not in c(N).

Property C. We say that the group G has Property C over R if there exists

a non-empty subset N of Z(G) such that the composite

fo projection s*
K0(RG) - HH0(RG) HHo(RG)'n-^R

is zero.

By taking N to be the trivial subgroup of Z(G) we see that if G has the

WBP over R then it also has Property C over R.
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Recall that a group G is said to have finite cohomological dimension over

the commutative ground ring R if there exists an integer N such that

Hk(G, M)0 for all i?G-modules M and for all k > N. Also, G is said to

be of type FP„ over R if the trivial i?G-module R has a resolution by finitely

generated projective PG-modules.
The following proposition is derived from the techniques of [St, §3].

Proposition 5.1. Let R be a principal ideal domain of characteristic

p^ 0. Suppose that G is of type FPœ over R and has finite cohomological

dimension over R. Suppose also that G has a subgroup H of
finite index which has Property C over R; furthermore, if p > 0 assume

that p does not divide [G:H]. If the Euler characteristic %(G;R)

Er>ö(~ l)'rankÄi//(G, R) is non-zero modulo p then the center

of G is finite.

Proof. Since H is of finite index in G, H is also of type FP& over R

([Bi, Proposition 2.5]) and has finite cohomological dimension over R

([Bi, Corollary 5.10]). Furthermore, %(H; R) [G : H] %(G;R) and so

%{H\ R) ± 0 mod p.
We show that the center of H, Z(H), is finite. It then follows that

the center of G, Z(G), is finite because there is an exact sequence
1 -+ Z(G) n H~+Z(G) Ng(H)/H, where NG(H) is the normalizer
of H in G, and the groups NG(H)/H and Z(G) n H C Z(H) are finite.

Since H is of type FPo, over R and has finite cohomological dimension
over R, it follows that R has a finite resolution, 0 - Pn -> * * • -> P0

R -> 0, where each Pj is a finitely generated projective R//-module
(combine [Bi, Proposition 4.1(b)] and [Bi, Proposition 1.5])). Let s: RH -> R
be the augmentation homomorphism. Consider the commutative square:

K0(RH)LHH0(RH)

£* 1 S* >1

^o(^) ^ HHo (JR.) R

Let a Y,n^0(- l)"[Pn] e K0(RH). Then s*(T0(a)) r0(s*(a))
X(H;R) - 1 where 1 e R is the unity in R. The second equality is

the classical Hopf trace formula over the principal ideal domain R.
(Stallings ([St]) calls T0(a) e HH0(RH) the Euler characteristic of the
projective RH-complex P* Since H is assumed to have Property C over R,
there is a non-empty subset N of Z{H) such that 8^(^(01)) £* (^(oOtv).
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Since %(H;R)^0 mod p, it follows that T0(a)C(h) ^ 0 for some
h g N C Z(H). Recall that the group Z{H) acts on HH0(RH) by
(rC(h))co rC(/jco-1) where r e R, h e H, and co e Z(H). By
[St, Theorem 3.4] (compare (2.3) above), r0(a)co r0(a) for all co e Z(H).
Since an element of HHQ(RH) is a finite linear combination of conjugacy
classes, it follows that the condition T0(a)C(h) ^ 0 with h as above is

impossible unless Z(H) is finite.

We will be interested in groups with the property that certain of their
central quotients have Property C "virtually":

Property D. Let p ^ 0 be the characteristic of R. We say that the

group G has Property D over R if the following condition holds. Given

any element t in the center of G with the property that the extension

class eR e H2(G/( u > ; R) is zero (where <t> is the cyclic subgroup
generated by t), there is a finite index subgroup H C G/ < t > such that H
has Property C over R; moreover, if p > 0 we require that p does not
divide [G : H].

The next Proposition is our "higher" analog of Gottlieb's theorem over

a field of arbitrary characteristic; Theorem 5.4, below, is a more usable

version over Q.

Proposition 5.2. Let F be a field. Suppose G is a group of
type -9r suchthat G has Property D over F. If %i(G;F) =£ 0, then

the center of G is infinite cyclic.

Proof. Let t be any element in Z(G), the center of G, such that

%i(G;F)(t) ^ 0. Since G is necessarily torsion free, the group T <t> is

infinite cyclic. By [Bi, Proposition 2.7] G/T is of type FPœ over Z (and
hence over any commutative ring). Since T is central, the Serre fibration
S1 - K(T, 1) - K(G, 1) K(G/T, 1) is orientable. By Theorem 4.2,

eF 0 e H2(G/T\ F), and %{G/T; F) exists and is non-zero mod p where

p ^ 0 is the characteristic of F. Consider the following portion of the

cohomology Gysin sequence of the fibration Sl K(G, 1) - K(G/T, 1),

with coefficients in an arbitrary FG/J-module M:

H'-1 (G/T-, M) U-+T H'(G/ T;M-*H'(G; M)

Since eF 0, Hl(G/T;M) H1 (G', M) is injective and so Hl{G/T,M) 0

for i > dimW where X is a finite complex homotopy equivalent to K(G, 1).

In particular, Proposition 5.1 applies to G/T and so the center of G/T is
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finite. Since the image of Z(G) in G/T is central, it follows that Z(G) is

an extension of T by a finite group. Thus Z(G) is infinite cyclic since G

is torsion free.

Property D may be hard to verify for an arbitrary coefficient ring R.

However, when R - Q we have:

Proposition 5.3. Let G be a finitely generated group which has the

WBP over Q. Then G has Property D over Q.

Proof. Suppose t e Z(G) is such that the extension class eQ e H2(G/T; Q)
is zero where T is the cyclic subgroup of G generated by t. Consider the

following portion of the long exact sequence in cohomology associated to
the short exact sequence of coefficients, 0->Z->Q->Q/Z-»0:

H1(G/T; Q/Z) L H2(G/T;Z)^ H2{G/T; Q)

By exactness, j* (ez) eQ 0 implies ez 8(w) for some u e H1 (G/T, Q/Z).
Let H=kev(u) where we regard u as an element of Hom(G/T, Q/Z)

Hl (G/T, Q/Z). Since G is finitely generated, H U G/T is of finite
index. Let H' — n ~ 1 (H) where n: G ^ G/T is the quotient homomorphism.
Then H' is isomorphic to H x T because i* (ez) 0. In particular, H is

isomorphic to a subgroup of G. Let G be a monomorphem. The
commutative diagram

^o(Q^) ^ HH0(QH)

i i
K0(QG) - HH0(QG)

and the observation that p.# (HH0(QH))C(i) C HH0(QG)C(d and

\i* (HHq(QH)') C HHq(QG)' imply that H has the WBP over Q (and
thus Property C over Q).

Combining Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 we get:

Theorem 5.4. Suppose that G is a group of type /F and has the
WBP over Q. If Xi(G;Q)*0, then the center of G is infinite
cyclic.

Groups of type ^ are a very special class of torsion free groups; one would
hope that all groups of type F have the WBP over Q. There are special classes
of groups of type which are known to have the WBP over Q. We recall
two such classes.
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A group G is a linear group if it is a subgroup of GL(n, K) where K
is a field of characteristic zero. Bass [Bass, Theorem 9.6] proved that a torsion
free linear group has the SBP over C (and thus has the WBP over Q);
also see [Eck].

Corollary 5.5. Suppose G is a linear group of type 3r. if
Xi(G; Q) =£ 0, then the center of G is infinite cyclic.

Eckmann [Eck] proved that a group of cohomological dimension 2

over Q has the SBP over Q. Consequently:

Corollary 5.6. Suppose G is of type IF and has cohomological
dimension 2 over Q. If %\(G; Q) ^ 0, then the center of G is infinite
cyclic.

There is a sense in which we can say that %fG; Q) is an integer. Denote

the composite homomorphism Z(G) ^ G ^ HfG; Z) HfG; Q) by

Aq:Z(G)^H1(G;Q).

Theorem 5.7. Let G be a group of type IF which has the WBP

over Q. Then there exists an integer nG (depending only on G) such

that xi (G; Q) nGAQ.

Proof. If Xi (G; Q) 0 take nG 0. If Xi (G; Q) 0 then by Theorem 5.4

the center of G is infinite cyclic. Let i e Z(G) generate Z(G). Since

%i(G;Q)^0 we have %i(G; Q) (t) * 0. By Theorem 4.2, Xi(G;Q)(t)
- x(G/<t); Q){t}. Then for any integer r: Xi(G; Q)(tO rxi(G; Q)(t)
- r%(G/<t > ; Q) {t} - %(G/(x) ; Q)AQ(xr). Thus Xi (G; Q) nGAQ

with nG — %(G/<x > ; Q).

Remarks.

1. All integers occur as nG for some G. Given ne Z, there is a group H
of type J7" with x{H) - n (e.g. take H to be an appropriate Cartesian
product of free groups). Let G H x T where T is infinite cyclic. Clearly,

X(G/<t>;Q) x(H) where t is a generator of (1) x T C G and so

Xi(G; Q) nAq (alternatively, see Example 6.15).

2. Theorem 5.7 remains true without the hypothesis that G has the WBP

over Q although the proof is considerably more lengthy. To prove this

strengthened result, one shows that for any group G of type
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(a) The restriction of %i(G; Q) to Z(G) n [G, G] is zero.

(b) If Xi(G; Q) * 0 then dimQAQ(Z(G)) 1.

The desired conclusion follows easily from (a), (b) and Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 5.7 raises the question: For what groups G of type T is

%\ (G, Q) ^ 0? We give a necessary condition. Recall that a group H has type

SP2 if there is a finitely dominated K(H, 1) (i.e. K(H, 1) is a homotopy

retract of a finite complex).

Proposition 5.8. If %i(G, Q)^0 then G is isomorphic to a

semidirect product (H, 11 tht~1 0(/z) for all h e H) where H
has type IF2).

Proof Let t e Z(G) be such that %i (G, Q)(t) =£ 0. By Theorem 4.2,

it follows that {x} e HfG) Gab is of infinite order. Thus there is an

epimorphism p: G Z with p(x) n for some n > 0. Let H kerQ?).

Since x e Z(G), p~l(nZ) H x Z and has finite index in G. Thus H x Z
has type ^ and so H has type F2).

Thus it is worthwhile to compute %i(G, Q) in terms of such a semidirect

product structure. The geometric problem underlying this is the study of
%\(X) where X is a mapping torus. We study this next, returning to the

group theoretic case in §7.

6. Mapping Tori

In this section, we consider %\{X) and %\(X) when X is the mapping
torus of a map /: Z - Z. The main results are Theorems 6.3, 6.13, 6.14, 6.16

and Corollary 6.18. Applications to the aspherical case will be given in §7.

Suppose Z is a path connected space and has a basepoint u e Z. Given

a continuous map /:Z->Z, its mapping torus, denoted by T(Z, /), is

the space obtained from Z X [0, 1] by identifying (z, 1) with (/(z), 0) for
each zeZ. The image of (z, u) e Z x [0, 1] in T(Z, /) will be denoted

by [z, w]. Choose a basepath o from v to f(v) and let 0 ://-// be the
self homomorphism of H nx (Z,u) determined by / and o.

Let A 7(Z,/). Choose w= [i>, 0] as a basepoint for X and let
G 7ti (AT, w). There is a canonical map of X to the standard circle S1

(realized as complex numbers of unit modulus) given by: pf:X-^Sl,
P/([z, s]) elnis. Let i.Z X be the inclusion z^ [z, 0].
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Recall that r nx (%(X), id). Let Tsi nl (^(S1), id). Let y :I-+X
be the path y (u) [v,u] and let y0 : IX be the path y0 y (/ o o)_1.
Define a continuous map P:XX -+ (S1)81 by P(g)(e2niu) Pf(g(yo(u))).
Then P induces a homomorphism P*: T Ts\. We define an identification

T$i ^ Z by sending the generator [s ^ (e2nxu ^ e2nx{u + s))] e Tsi to 1 e Z.
The rotation degree of y e T is the integer P* (y).

We now describe some useful homotopies of X.
For a non-negative integer k, the k-th tumble is the homotopy

which "rolls the mapping torus through an angle of Inkexplicitly,
this homotopy, denoted by Rk:X x [0, 1] -> X, is given by the formula
Rk([z, u], s) [f[ks + u](z),(ks + u) mod 1] where [ks + u] is the integer

part of ks + u.

Whenever a map g : Z -+ Z commutes with / (i.e. fg gf), there is an
induced "level" map g: X -> X given by g([z, u]) [g(z), u] \ for example,

A

the k-th tumble, Rk, is a homotopy from id^ to fk. We need a more general

procedure (see Proposition 6.2 below) for extending homotopies of Z to
homotopies of X.

A homotopy N: Z x / -> Z eventually commutes with / if there
exists an integer m ^ 0 and a homotopy /: Z x I x I -> Z with /(z, w, 0)

/m O N(f{z), u), J(z, u,1) fm +1 ° 7V(z, w), /(z, 0, 0),

/(z, 1,5) /'" ' 7V(/(z), 1). Thus J makes the following diagram commute

up to homotopy rel Z x {0, 1} x /:

(6.1) I NÏ

This implies fm o N, o f fm+l°N, for 0, 1; in our applications, N0

and Ni will be iterates of /.

i
>)

Figure 1
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Define L{N7>m):XXIX(abbreviated to L') by the formula:

f [fmo N(z, s),2m]if0<«^5
~

\ [.J(z,s,2- 2m), 0] if 5 < m sc 1

and define if : X x I X by :

J[z,«(l+S)] ifO^M^i
K([z,u],s) i

I [z, ^(l - w) + w] if 5 ^ w ^ 1

(Ä" is a "linear" homotopy from id^ to a map which sends the points [z, u],

^ 1, to [z, 1] [f(z), 0].)

Observe that L'{ • 0) K( • 1) o (/'" o TV0) and L'{ • 1) AT( • ,1)
o (/'» u TVi). Thus, for TV, J and m as above, we have:

Proposition 6.2. The concatenation

L(N,J,m)K ° (/"^X id) X(V,jm) (AT O N, X id))-1

Ts a homotopy from fm o TV0 To fm & Ni * D

(For a homotopy ß, Q ~1 means the homotopy Q~1 (x, s) Q(x, 1 - s).)

Next, we will build special elements of T. The map f:Z-+Z
is a periodic homotopy idempotent if there exists r ^ 0 and q > 0 such

that fr is homotopic to fr + q\ it is not assumed that this can be

achieved by a basepoint preserving homotopy. If for some r ^ 0 and

q > 0 there is a homotopy TV: fr — fr + q for which there exist J and

m ^ 0 making Diagram 6.1, commute up to homotopy rel Z x {0, 1} X 7,

then we say that / is eventually coherent. In this case, Proposition 6.2 gives
A A

a homotopy L{N,j,m):fr + m-fr + q + m. The concatenation S S(r,NyJ>m)

Rr + g + m * L(N\j>m) * R ~+m is a homotopy from id^ to id^ whose

rotation degree is q. Given /, the least q > 0 for which there exist r, TV, J
and m as above (assuming that they exist at all) is the period of /.
Then r and m may be chosen as large as desired.

These conditions on a map / which give rise to an element [S] e T having
positive rotation degree, are not arbitrary. Rather, they are the general case:

Theorem 6.3. Let f:Z-*Z be a map for which the rotation degree
homomorphism P* : T Z is non-zero. Let q be the least positive element

of P* (T). Then f is an eventually coherent periodic homotopy idempotent
of period q.
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Before proving this, we set up notation for points of the infinite
mapping telescope of /, i.e. the infinite cyclic cover of X whose fundamental

group is H. This space, denoted by X, is the quotient of the disjoint union

UneZZ x {n} x [0, 1] obtained by identifying (z, n, 1) with (f(z), n + 1, 0)

for all n. The image of (z,n,u) in X will be denoted by [z, n, u]. The

covering projection X -> X is given by [z, n, u] [z, (n + u) mod 1]. The

space X is a "two-ended union" of mapping cylinders: we write M(f)n for
the subset of points [z, n, u] such that 0 ^ u < 1, and Zn for the subset of
points [z, n, 0].

Proof of 6.3. Let Fy : idx — idx represent y e T of rotation degree q,
and let Fy : X x I X be the basepoint preserving lift of Fy. The map Fy is

a homotopy between id^ and Wq, where n, u]) [z, n + 1, u] is

"translation by 1". Let in:Z~*X be the "inclusion" of Z as Zn, i.e.
/'o x id - F y —

in(z) [z, n, 0]. The composition Zx / X x / X gives a homotopy
between i0 and iq. The formula (z, s) ^ [/[5<?] (£)> IZ<7]> ^<7 _ [^<7]) gives

a homotopy between /0 and iq o /?, Combining the two, we get a homotopy

0:/g-!?0 /L The track of O :ZxI^X lies in Kjrn+=qr7l M(f)n for
suitable integers r'^0<q^r + q. Form a homotopy TL Z x I -+ X9

ir+q o fr — ir + q o /r + tf, whose entire image lies in Zr + <7, by "pushing"
the track of O along the mapping telescope into Zr + g; explicitly, if

[z',ft',w'l then T(z, s) [fr + q~n'(z'),r+ <7,0]. Identifying
Zr + q with Z,< we get a homotopy between Z7" and fr + q.

It remains to prove eventual coherence. Since Fy is Z-equivariant

(with respect to the Z-action generated by §?), there is a Z-equivariant
homotopy : X x / -> ^ such that T ¥ 0 (/0 x id).

Figure 2
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Consider the diagram:

/ X id T - / TrZxlZxl ^II,x id Iioxid X id

Xxl Xxl ^
I <1 X id I ^

Z xI^X

The two middle squares commute. The upper right square commutes up to the

homotopy given by:

[z, n, u + s] if O^s^l-u
[/(z), n + l,u + s1 — 1) ifl — m ^ 5 ^ 1

There is a corresponding homotopy for the upper left square. Thus,

the diagram

Zxl * X

([z, m],s) ^

I / x id I /

Zxl ^ X

commutes up to a homotopy T o (/ x id) - / ° *¥ which has the

property that, for i 0 or 1, the restriction J'\ : Z x {i} X I X is

homotopic rel Z x {/} x {0, 1} to a constant homotopy. Thus, adjusting J',
we obtain a homotopy J"\ZxIxI~> X rel Z x {0, 1} x I between

To (fx id) and / o ¥. The argument is finished by "pushing" the track

of J" along the mapping telescope into Zr + q + m where r + q + m is

sufficiently large: the details are similar to the construction of *P from O. We

then obtain a homotopy commutative diagram similar to (6.1), showing that

/ is as claimed.

Remark. We do not know if every periodic homotopy idempotent

/ : Z - Z is eventually coherent. The special case of interest for group theory
is the case where Z is aspherical and / is a homotopy equivalence so that we

are essentially concerned with an element of the outer automorphism group
of 7Ci (Z). A consequence of Proposition 7.3 is that / is indeed eventually
coherent in this situation. In the more general case where / is homotopy
equivalence but Z is not necessarily aspherical, the obstruction theory of [C]
is relevant; see [GN4].
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If (r, N, J, m) are, as above, the data for an eventually coherent periodic
homotopy idempotent of period q, we can form (r, TV * (/<? o TV),

J * (fq ° J), m). Here, TV(2) TV* (/? o TV): fr — fr + 2q, and the
concatenation /(2) / * (/? o /) takes place in the first /-factor, so that it
coincides (after suitable reparametrization) with J on Z x [od] X/
and with fqoJonZx [2, 1 ] x /. One verifies that (r, TV(2), /(2), ra) make

Diagram 6.1 commute, hence one has, as above, Rr + iq + m

L(N1(2))y(2)) w) * R^+m, a homotopy from id^ to itself whose rotation

degree is 2q. Iterating this procedure one gets, for any positive integer v,
S(r, 7V(V), J(v), m) R-r+vq + m ^ iV(v), /(v), m) + Rr + m, a homotopy from id^
to itself of rotation degree vq.

Proposition 6.4. With f and q > 0 as in Theorem 6.3, and v

a positive integer, let y e T have rotation degree vq. Let (r, TV, /, m) be

data exhibiting f as an eventually coherent periodic homotopy idempotent

of period q. Then there exists 8 g T of rotation degree 0 such that

J - & [S(r,NW,jW,m)]-

Proof. Take 8 to be y ~1.

Elements of T having rotation degree 0 can be "regularized".
Let Fô:id^ — id^ represent such a 8. The basepoint preserving lift
is F6:XxI~^X, a homotopy from id^ to id^. As in the proof
of Theorem 6.3, there is an integer / ^ 0 such that the track, under

F6, of every point [z, n, u] e X can be "pushed" equivariantly into

{[y, n + /, u] \y e Z). Thus, by an obvious further adjustment, we have:

Proposition 6.5. If 8 has rotation degree 0, then for any sufficiently
large I (dependent on 8), F6 is homotopic rel Ax {0,1} to a

homotopy of the form Rt * L [N\ 0) * Rj~1 where N: fl — fl is

constructed from F5 as in the proof of Theorem 6.3.

We now prepare to compute the derivation Xi(A):T -» HH\(ZG).

In the remainder of this section we assume that Z is a finite CW complex,
that the map / is cellular and that the basepath o is cellular. Then

X r(Z, /) inherits a natural CW structure. We will also assume that / is

a 7T1-equivalence-, i.e. the induced map /# : n\(Z, u) 7ii (Z, /(i>)) is an

isomorphism. Thus 0 : H -> H, defined above, is an automorphism. Then the

group G is a semidirect product of H with T tc 1 (S1, 1); there is an exact

sequence: H^G^T where H>^G is induced by the inclusion i.Z ^ X
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and G~»T is induced by pf. We write t [y0] _ 1 e G, projecting to a

generator of T, so that is given by h^tht'1. We make this

choice because we deal with right modules; here and in [GN2] we prefer "t"
rather than "r-1" to appear in our matrices.

Since Q: H is an isomorphism, the universal cover, X, of
X T(Z, /) can be thought of as the mapping telescope of /: Z Z. Then

we have the following model, denoted by C*{X), for the cellular chain

complex of X. Let (C*(Z), z9) be the cellular chain complex of Z. Define

C*(X) by

C„ (X) (C,_!(Z)© Cn(Z))(g)zZ[t,t-i]

where the right action of G on Cn(X) is given as follows: if htj e G and

a © V e Cn(X) then (a 0 V)htj aQ'ih) 0 ti+J. A choice of oriented

lifts of the (n - 1)-cells and the «-cells of Z determines a finite ZG basis

for the right ZG-module Cn(X). The matrix of the boundary operator
^9/7 + i - Gn+ i {X) C„(A) with respect to the given Z G bases is:

[z9J 0

.(-l)" + 1(/-[/J0 [z&n + i],
where [z9„] is the matrix of z9„, [/„] is the matrix of fn and I is an
identity matrix of the same size as [/„]. For background on the following
calculations, the reader is referred to [GN2, §4]. See also the Sign
Convention in § 1.

Let (Mk)n : Cn (.X) Cn +1 (X) be^ the chain homotopy defined by
the k-th tumble Rk. The matrix for (Mk)n is:

'0 (-1)"+1 zudf*]t)r
.o o

Thus we have:

Proposition 6.6. trace(8 0äk)is the Hochschild I-chain

£ (- 1)"trace(([/„] t)®£ ([/»]00 •

n >0 / 0

Proof. The identity implies that terms of the
form trace (/(g) M) are boundaries and can therefore be ignored.

Next, suppose / is an eventually coherent periodic homotopy idempotent.
As above, we have r > 0, N:fr~fr + i,^ 0, and /:Zx/x/->Z;
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and L(N}Jtm) is a homotopy from fr + m to fr + <i + m. By Proposition 6.2,
is the concatenation of three homotopies: the first and third of

these have zero matrices at the chain homotopy level, and the second,

which is L[NJm), is easily seen to give a chain homotopy whose block
for C„(X)-+Cn + l(X) is

\fmn}[^n-l] 0

W [fmn+l][^n]/

Here, ,/U : C* (Z) C* + x (Z) is the chain homotopy defined by TV, and W is

a matrix whose exact nature need not concern us. Because of our sign

conventions, and the fact that the upper right block is zero we get:

Proposition 6.7. Let C*{X) -+ C* + 1(X) be the chain

homotopy determined by Then trace(6 (x) 9I^,j,m)) 0.

Now, let ôeT have rotation degree 0. Then r|#(ô) lies in HC G

(where r\ is defined in §1). By Proposition 6.5, we may take Fb Rt

* Rf1 for any sufficiently large /. Under the homotopy
Fô: \dx — the basepoint traverses a loop representing r|#(ô). Let D6 be

the chain homotopy defined by Fd. We rewrite r|#(Ô) t~l(tli(\# (d)t ~l)tl.
At the matrix level, we then have:

D* àt - è{N,j,0)(tly\A^)t-l)tl - ^-'(f'Ti^S)-1) •

Here, we have used the fact that the matrix of a chain homotopy for a

concatenation A * B is sd + ~1 where ^ and & are the matrices of
A and B and g e G is the element represented by A (basepoint x /), and

the matrix for A ~1 is - s/g. In what follows, recall the right action of T on
Hochschild chains and homology described in §2. Using Proposition 6.7

we get:

Corollary 6.8. If ô eT has rotation degree 0, then Xi(X)(6)
is represented by the Hochschild cycle

trace(6 (x) Z)5) trace(6 (x) (1 - ô _

for any sufficiently large I (dependent on 6).

Now we return to the situation discussed in Theorem 6.3 and Proposition

6.4. We have y eT of rotation degree vq. By Proposition 6.4,

y ô[S(v)] where ô is represented by Fô, and, for suitably large r and m
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(depending only on /), S(v) Rr + vq + m * * Rr + m- Under Fy,

the basepoint traces out a loop representing

x\#(&)t~r~vq~m(tr+V9+mv\#(?>)~lT\#(y)t~r~'n)tr+mti#(y) •

Here, the four factors correspond to the four parts of the concatenation.

Thus

trace(9 ® Dy)trace(9 ® Ds) + trace(9 ® ^r + v? + mTl#(S)_1)

- trace(9 ® &(N,j,m)#(8C)
- trace(9 ® é$r+m(y)~l)

Using Proposition 6.7 and Corollary 6.8 and the right T-action described

in Proposition 2.6, this becomes:

trace(9 ® Dy)trace(9 ® â,)(\ - 8-') + trace(9 ®

- trace(9 ®

In particular, if we enlarge I or r+ so that + and

set p r+ m,we get:

Proposition 6.9. Let yeT have rotation degree 0 where q

is the least positive element of P*(T). Then XfX)(y) is represented

by the Hochschild cycle:

(a + vq - 1

E (- 1)"trace(([/„] t)® £ ([/„]00
n ^ 0 / 11

]i~ 1

+ S (- 1)"trace(([/„] EGÄlOOG"Y"0
n ^ 0 / 0

for any sufficiently large positive integer p (dependent on y).

Remark 6.10. By Corollary 6.8, the same formula holds for y of rotation
degree 0; in that case, the first term in Proposition 6.9 is trivial.

If the subgroup P C T is finitely generated by yi,...,yr and if the

number p in Proposition 6.9 is taken to be the maximum of the numbers pj
corresponding to y/5 then we have an inner derivation ^:Tr ^ HHfZG)
defined at the level of cycles by:

^(Y)= I (-l)"trace(([/„]0® E GÄR)0(1 "Y"1) •

n ^ 0 / 0

This gives:
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Corollary 6.11. If i: T,c> r is the inclusion of a finitely generated
subgroupy there is an inner derivation *3/ such that for all y eY' of
rotation degree vq ^ 0, (XfX) - &') (y) is represented by the Hochschild
cycle

£ (-1)"trace(([/JO®
" +

Ü
'

Ü/JOO
n ^ 0 f. m p.

which therefore depends only on the rotation degree of y. In particular,
the derivation XfX) - X represents /* (xi (W)).

Now we can compute %i(X): Y Hi (X) Gab using Definition Ai.
The automorphism 0: H -»• H induces an automorphism 0ab: Gab ^ Gab.

We identify Gab with coker(id - 0ab) x Z by sending htn e G to ({//}, - n).
If y e T has rotation degree 0, it follows from Corollary 6.8 that

%i(X)(y) 0. If y e T has rotation degree vq > 0, we obtain %i(X)(y)
in two stages: first apply the augmentation, 8, to the right sides of the

tensors in Proposition 6.9, yielding:

\x + vq - 1

I (- 1)" trace(([/J0 ® £ [/j) 6 C, (ZG, Z)
/7 ^ 0 I P

and then apply Proposition 2.1 to get:

£
" +

£
1

(- l)M(trace([/J J/j))
n ^ 0 / n

[A + V# - 1

I I (-1)"
n ^ 0 / n

^ (trace([/„ ] [/J)) + trace([/jM (0

which simplifies to:

(6.12) (li + vq-1

_ n + v?-l \

£ £ (- l)"^4(trace([/„] [/J)) - £ L{f>)\
n ^0 / n l«[i /

e coker(id - 0ab) x Z

Here, L{fl) is the Lefschetz number of /'. Note that the matrix

A{[fn]) has entries in coker(id - 0ab), and for large p the sequence

(L(/^), L(fv + vq~*)) is periodic since /r - /r + ^.

Summarizing :

Theorem 6.13. Let f:Z-+Z be a cellular 7crequivalence of a

connected CW complex, and let X be the mapping torus T{Z,f).
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(i) if f is n°t an eventually coherent periodic homotopy idempotent,
then %\{X) (y) 0 for all y e T;

(ii) if f is an eventually coherent periodic homotopy idempotent of
period q, and y e T has rotation degree vq > 0, the two terms

in (6.12) give the two factors of %i (X) (y) e coker(id - 0at>) x Z;

if y has rotation degree 0, %i(X)(y) 0.

Remark. If / is not cellular then the above theorem can be applied to

any cellular approximation of f. Since any two cellular approximations of /
are homotopic, the corresponding mapping tori are homotopy equivalent.
By homotopy invariance (Theorem 1.2), this procedure gives a well defined

answer.

We get cleaner results when / is also a homotopy equivalence. If,
in that case, q is the least positive element of P*(r), the proof of
Theorem 6.3 shows that / satisfies the eventually coherent periodic homotopy
idempotent property with r=m 0; i.e. there is N: idz — fQ, and J
making Diagram 6.1 commute with m 0. The point here is that the
inclusions Zn^>X and ugnZl0M(f)nX are homotopy equivalences.
Since it is now possible to "push" backwards as well as forwards in the
telescope X, we can also take / 0 in the formula preceding Proposition 6.9.
Thus we can take \x 0 in Proposition 6.9:

Theorem 6.14. If f is a homotopy equivalence and an eventually
coherent periodic homotopy idempotent of period q, and y e T
has rotation degree vq > 0, then X1(X)(y) is represented by the
Hochschild cycle

_ vq - 1

I (-l)"trace(([/„]0 (8> I0 / 0

and

I vq~l
_ v<7 -1 x

XiOO(Y) I E (- l)"A(trace([/„][/;])),- X £(/')).
\n^0 /«Ö / 0

These formulas are determined by the rotation degree of y.

Example 6.15. Let / idz. Then X T(Z, idz) Z x S>. Let v > 0.
The v-tumble, represents an element of T n, ("^(Z x S1), id) of
rotation degree v. By Theorem 6.14, we have:

X,(ZxS')Pv]) %(Z)Ti Ej
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This formula also holds for v < 0. It follows that %i(Z x Sl)([0?v])
(0, -x(Z)v) l(Z)v{t) where {t} x S1) © is

the generator of the HfS1) summand determined by t.

There is a useful simplification of these formulas in the rational case.

The identity

-trace(([/„]/)'+1) (x) 1 + (z + 1)trace([/„]? (g) ([/„]?)')dIt trace ®([/„]/)>-J- 1 ® ([/„] 1 j

demonstrates that trace (([/„ ] t)i+ (x) 1 is homologous to trace([fn]t
® ([/*] 00- We can substitute in Proposition 6.9 and Theorem 6.14. Write

[/] for the matrix ©„(- 1)" [/„]. The matrix of the map /' is II/IoQ7 ([/])>
so ([f]t)' [fi]ti. Thus we get:

Theorem 6.16. Xi(2f;Q)(y) is represented by the Hochschild cycle

£ 7 (trace [/'])/' (g) 1 + E 7 (trace [/'']) f l) (1 -y_1)
(=n+1 \i=l /

for any sufficiently large positive integer |li (dependent on y). When f
is also a homotopy equivalence then XfX; Q)(y) is represented by the

Hochschild cycle

v<7

E Ktracet/'])?'® 1

/ 1

Remark. The formula for Xi(W;Q)(y) above can be expressed in
terms of the "reduced Reidemeister traces" of the iterates fn,n= 1, vq.
This trace of fn take values in the "reduced" 0-th Hochschild homology

group of ZH with 0*-twisted coefficients; see [GN2, §5].
The computation of %i(X;Q) naturally leads one to consider the

homology Reidemeister trace of a cellular map /: Z -> Z, denoted by Lh(f).
It is the element of Hi (.H) //ab given by

L»{f)= E (-D'A(trace([/„])).
n^0

If k is a commutative ring of coefficients, let Lh(f;k) denote the image

of Lh(f) under the homomorphism HfH) -> HX(H\ k). Let Lh(f;k)
e coker(id - Gab ® idyt) denote the image of Lh(f;k). It is easy to
see that Lh(f) and Lh(f;k) depend only on the homotopy class of /.
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(Both Lh(f;k)andLh(f ; k) have an interpretation in terms of Nielsen fixed

point theory, but we will not make use of this.)

Theorem 6.16 together with the proof of (6.12) yields the following

formula. For all sufficiently large p:

H + V<?

Xi(*;Q)(Y)= I (ïï*(/';Q).
i H + 1

Since this formula is valid for all sufficiently large p, it is easy to see

(because of periodicity and the appearance of the coefficients j) that.

Corollary 6.17. For all sufficiently large i, Lh(fl;Q) 0.

Thus:

Corollary 6.18. For all sufficiently large p:

0, -
;

E /CO) •

In particular, if f is also homotopy equivalence

(vq-l
\

0,- Eu/OL

7. More on groups of type y
We consider in more detail the special case of the mapping torus of a

homotopy equivalence of an aspherical complex.
Let H be an arbitrary group, let 0 : H-> H be an automorphism, and

let G be the semidirect product (H, t \ tht~l 0(/z) for all h e H). Write
Fix(0) {h g H \ Q(h) h} and write <x> for the cyclic subgroup generated

by x e G. Let Out(//) Aut(L/)/Inn(//) be the group of outer
automorphisms of H, i.e. the quotient of the group, Aut(//), of automorphisms
of H by the normal subgroup Inn (LT) of inner automorphisms.

Lemma 7.1. If 0 has infinite order in Out (TT), then Z(G)
Z(H) n Fix(0). If 0 has finite order r in Out(7T), and

h0e H is such that 0r( • h0( • )/z0"1, there are two cases:

(1) No positive power of h0 lies in Z(H)Fix(0). Then Z(G) Z(H)
n Fix(0).
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(2) Some positive power of h0 lies in Z(H)Fix(ô). Let p be the

smallest positive integer such that h$p e Z{H)Fix(0) and let

x uhQPtrp where u e Z(H) is such that uh^p e Fix(0). Then

Z{G) (Z(H) n Fix(0)) <x>.

Proof. Suppose htm e Z(G) where h e H. Then Mm(h') h'§n(h)
for every h' e H, n e Z. In particular, taking h' - 1 and n 1, h e Fix(0).
Taking h' arbitrary and n= 1, 0m(/F) h~lh'h for all h' e H. Thus,
if 0 has infinite order in Out(//) and htm e Z(G) then m 0 and
h e Z(H). So Z(G) C Z(H) n Fix(0), and the reverse inclusion is clear.

If 0 has finite order r in Out(//) and htm e Z(G), the above argument
shows that m vr for some v g Z. So 0vr( • h ~1 • )h hv0 • )/^v,
implying hh\ e Z(H). Conversely, it is straightforward to show that any htvr
with h g Fix(0) n /z0~vZ{H) lies in Z(G); hence: Z(G) {/^v/" g G | v e Z,
h g Fix(0) n /z0~vZ(//)}. If no positive power of h0 lies in Z(H)Fix(0)
then htvr e Z(G) if and only if v 0 and h g Z(H) n Fix(0). If some

positive power of A0 lies in Z(//)Fix(0), let p and w be as above. Then

any htvr e Z{G) can be written as (hhnQp u ~n) (uh qP trp)n where v np
(observe that hhnf u~n g Z(H) n Fix(0)).

Addendum 1.2. If 0 has finite order r in Out(//) and

0r(*) h0(')h-1 then

Z(G) {hPr gG|vgZ,//g Fix(0), hh\ g Z(H)}

Proof. In case (1) of Lemma 7.1 this is clear, and in case (2) it is part
of the last proof.

We are very grateful to Peter Neumann for providing us with the proof
of the following proposition which shows that (1) in Lemma 7.1 cannot occur.

Proposition 7.3. Let 0 ://-// be an automorphism whose

image in Out (H) has finite order r, and let h0 g H be such that

0r(• h0(')h~l. Then hr0 e Z(H)Fix(0).

Proof. Let 0r(*) /z0(-)^o_1- Since 0r0 00r, we have 6(h0) h0Ç

for some Ç e Z{H). For i 0, r - 1, let 0'(Q. The identity
h0 Qr(h0) implies that Ç0Çi * * * Cr-1 1- Define x

1

Ci_2 * * * Çr-2-
Then

0(x) - h^0-lÇf2 • • • ^r_2
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(the second equality uses Çr_i (CoCi Cr-2) 1 and the fact that the

group generated by hQ and Z(H) is abelian). Thus a e Fix(0) and so

hr0eZ(H) Fix(0).

Remark. In [GN3] we called an automorphism 0 as in Case (2) of
Lemma 7.1 special. In view of Proposition 7.3, we abandon this terminology
here.

Remark. The hypothesis of Proposition 7.3 yields a homomorphism

Z/rZ Out(iT) and hence a homomorphism Z/qZ-+0\xt(H) for any

multiple q of r. There is a well-known obstruction Oq e H3 (Z/qZ, Z(H))
whose vanishing is equivalent to the existence of an extension 1 H E

Z/qZ -> 1 with the given outer action. The content of Proposition 7.3

is that Or2 0. For more on this, see [GN4].
Combining Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 7.3, we have the following

structure theorem for the center of the semidirect product G:

Theorem 7.4. If 0 has infinite order in Out (FT), then Z(G)
Z(H) n Fix(0). If 0 has finite order r in Out(JT) then

Z(G) (.Z(H) n Fix(0))<x> where x uhgptrp p is the smallest
positive integer dividing r such that h^p e Z(F/)Fix(0) and u e Z(H)
is such that uh$p e Fix(0).

Definition 7.5. Let §:H-+H be an automorphism whose image
in Out (Ff) has finite order r, and let h0 e H be such that 0 r( • h0 • /?0~1.

The period of 0 is the integer q pr where p is the least positive integer
such h~p e Z(i/)Fix(0).

Note that Proposition 7.3 guarantees that the period q exists. It is
straightforward to show that q depends only on the image of 0 in Out(//).
From Definition 7.5, we have that r, the order of 0 in Out(//), divides q
and by Proposition 7.3 q divides r2.

Proposition 7.6. Suppose 0 :H-*H has finite order m in
Aut(//). Then the period of 0 divides m.

Proof. Let hQ e H be such that Qr(-) h0(-)hQl where r is the order
of the image of 0 in Out(H). Then hn0 e Z(H) C Z(//)Fix(0) where
n — m/r.

We give some sufficient conditions for the period of an automorphism
to coincide with its order in Out (TT).
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Proposition 7.7. Suppose Q:H-*H has finite order r in Out (//),
the restriction of 0 to Z(H) is the identity, and Z(H) and has no
I-torsion for I dividing r. Then the period of 0 is r.

Proof. Let 0r(*) h0(')hQl. Using 0'0 00A, we have co /*o0(/*o~*)

e Z{H). The restriction of 0 to Z(H) is the identity so co 07(co)
0-/(/2o)0y+1(/*o~1) for any j. Thus cor =* njloQJ(h0)QJ+1 (h^ l)

m h0%r(hä!) 1. Since Z(H) has no /-torsion for I dividing r, co 1.

Hence h0 e Fix(0).

A similar argument shows:

Proposition 7.8. Suppose 0://-+// has finite odd order r in

Out {H) and the restriction of 0 to Z(H) is given by h^ h~l. Then

the period of 0 is r.

Let Z be a (not necessarily finite) K(H, 1) complex and let /: Z Z
be a continuous map which induces 0 (after choosing a basepoint and

basepath). The homomorphism (pf)*:G-+ Z of §6 is identified with
htm - m. Since T 7ii (^(Z), id) Z(G), the rotation degree

homomorphism P*: Z(G) Z is just the restriction of (p/)*. We immediately
conclude from Theorem 7.4:

Corollary 7.9. There is an an exact sequence 0 - Z(H) n Fix(0)

Z(G) ^ Z such that P*{Z(G)) qZ where q 0 if 0 has

infinite order in Out (//) and q > 0 is the period of 0 if the image

of 0 has finite order in Out (//).
Theorem 6.3 and the discussion preceding it yield:

Proposition 7.10. The map f is an eventually coherent periodic
homotopy idempotent of period q > 0 if and only if 0 has finite order

in Out (H) and has period q > 0.

Now suppose H is of type so that we may take Z to be a finite

K(H, 1) complex. Assume / is cellular. Then X=T(Z,f) is a finite

K(G, 1) complex. By (6.12) and Proposition 6.18,

Theorem 7.11. If 0 has infinite order in Out (H) then %x (G) 0.

If 0 has finite order r in Out (H) and period q > 0 then
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Xi(G)(ht^) I Vc-1)M(trace([ £ £(/<))
\ n ^ 0 / 0 i 0 /

and

X,(G;Q)(hr«)lo,-(q/r)v £ Z,(/'')) («//> £ !(/'){'}
\ i o / r=o

where h e Fix(0) n hüvq/r Z(H).

Similarly, one can read off formulae for Xi(G) from Theorem 6.14

and the rational version from Theorem 6.16.

8. Outer automorphisms of groups of type

In this section we apply the preceding theory to prove the following
theorem which relates the algebraic topology of an automorphism 0 : H H
of a group H of type such that 0 has finite order in Out {H) to the fixed
group of 0.

Theorem 8.1. Let H be a group of type IF which has the Weak

Bass Property over Q. Suppose that §\H-+H is an automorphism
whose order in Out(iT) is r ^ 1. If the sum of the Lefschetz numbers

£ •IoT(0/) is non-zero then Z(H) n Fix(0) (1).

Before proving this we note that the quantity £/IoL(0O appearing
above has the following interpretation:

Proposition 8.2. L/IoL(0z) r times the Euler characteristic

of the 0-invariant part of the homology of H, i.e.,

r - 1

S L(Q!) r I (- 1)7rank ker(id - 0y : Hj(H) Hj(//))
1=0 j^O

Proof. By elementary linear algebra, for any square complex matrix A
with Ar I we have trace(£ rdimker(7- A). The conclusion
easily follows.

Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let G be the semidirect product G H x0 T
where T is infinite cyclic. By Lemma 8.7, below, G also has the WBP
over Q. Applying Theorem 7.11 to G, we have that %i(G;Q)=éO. By
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Theorem 5.4, Z(G) is infinite cyclic. By Corollary 7.9 there is an exact

sequence 1 -> Z{H) n Fix(0) Z(G) qZ -> 1 where the period of 0, q,
is positive. It follows that Z(H) n Fix(0) (1).

If %(H) 0 then Z(H) (1) by Proposition 2.4 and consequently

Z(H) n Fix(0) (1) in this case. If %(H) L(6°) 0 then £$~qL(Q1')
E\Z i Z,(0')• These observations yield the following corollaries of

Theorem 8.1 :

Corollary 8.3. Let H be a group of type which has the WBP
over Q. Suppose that 0 ://->// is an automorphism of order 2 in

Out(H). If 1,(0) * 0 then Z(H) n Fix(0) (1).

Corollary 8.4. Let H be a group of type which has the WBP
over Q. Suppose Z(H) =£ (1), the automorphism Q:H->H has finite
order r in Out (H) and the restriction of 0 to Z(H) is the identity.
Then E;:11L(6') 0.

Proof Since the restriction of 0 to Z(H) is the identity, Z(H) n Fix(0)
Z(H) ± (1).

An automorphism which has finite order in Out(//) may have infinite
order in Aut (H). If 0 has finite order in Aut (H), the Weak Bass Property
hypothesis can be dispensed with in Theorem 8.1 and Corollary 8.3:

Proposition 8.5. Let H be a group of type JC Suppose that

0:H~*H has finite order in Aut(//) and L(0) 0. Then Z(H)
n Fix(0) (1).

Proof. Let co e Z(H) n Fix(0). We use the terminology of [Br]. Let Z
be a finite K(H, 1). Choose an essential fixed point, u, of f\Z~+Z
(inducing 0) as the basepoint of Z. There is a homotopy K: f — f such that

K(v,-) represents co. The fixed point u is iGrelated to some fixed point u

of / [Br, p. 92]. Hence, for some s > 0, u is /-related to u9 where J is

the 5-fold concatenation K * • • • * K. Then there exists o e H such that
co5 o0(o-1); compare [G]. As in the proof of Proposition 7.7, we get

wrs ri/= o Q'(c>0(g ~ l)) 1, so co 1.

Note that ^J~/Z,(00 =£ 0 implies one of the L(0')'s is non-zero. Since

Fix(0) C Fix(0z) for i ^ 0, we recover Theorem 8.1 (but without the Bass

Conjecture hypothesis) in the special case where 0 has finite order in Aut(//).
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The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 8.7 used

above.

Lemma 8.6. Suppose that the group H has the WBP over Q.

Let T he an infinite cyclic group. Then the product group H X T also has

the WBP over Q.

Proof. Let G H x T. Identify H with H x {1} C G. We use the notation

of §5. By Schafer's theorem [Sch, p. 224] applied to the normal subgroup

H C G, the image of T0: K0(QG) -> HH0(QG) lies in HH0(QG)H'
Let p-.G^H be the projection homomorphism. There is a commutative

diagram :

K0(QG) ^ HH0(QG)h - Q

p* I p* ||

K0(QH) 3 HH0(QH) ^ Q

Write HH0(QG)h HH0(QG)C{i)®HHo(QG)'f where HH0(QG)'f is

the direct sum of the HH0(QG)C(gfs over C(g) e c(H) - {C(l)|; also,

HHq(QH) HHq(QH)C{\) © HH0(QHy. By hypothesis, H has the WBP

over Q, i.e. the composite

K() (QH) - HHoiQH) HHoiQHY - Q

is zero. Since p*(////oCQ^jccu) C ////0(Q^)c(i) and

C HH0(QH)', the conclusion follows.

Lemma 8.7. Suppose that the group H has the WBP over Q and that
0 : H -> H is an automorphism whose image in the group of outer

automorphisms of H has finite order. Then the semidirect product
H xqT also has the WBP over Q.

Proof. Let G H x0 T (H, 11 tht~l 0(/z) for h e H> Let n be

the order of 0 in the group outer automorphisms of H. Then the subgroup
G' of G generated by H and tn is isomorphic to H x T; furthermore, G' is

normal and of finite index, n, in G. There is a "transfer" homomorphism
trans: HH0(QG) ^ HH0(QG') defined as follows. Given g e G, we can
write gt( taU)gi for i 0, n - 1 where gt e G' and o is a permutation

of {0, n- 1}. Let Fix(o) - {i | o(0 /}. Then trans(C(g))
Hie¥ix{c)C(Si)- Observe that if g e G' then Fix(o) {0, n - 1}
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because G7 is normal in G. In particular, s*(trans(C(g))) n if g e G\
There is a commutative diagram:

tf0(QG) ^ HH0(QG)

res ^ trans ^

K0(QG') 3 HHo(QG')

where res : K0(QG) -» ^(QG') is obtained by regarding a projective
QG module as a projective QG7 module; see [Bass] for details concerning
the finite index transfer.

Recall that HH0(QG) HH0(QG)h © HHq{QG)'h where HH0(QGYff
is the direct sum of the summands HH0(QG)C(g) corresponding to
the conjugacy classes not represented by elements of H. By Schäfer's

theorem [Sch, p. 224] applied to the normal subgroup H C G, the image

of T0: K0(QG)HH0(QG) lies in HH0(QG)h- Thus we can replace

HH0(QG) with HH0(QG)h in the above diagram and obtain the
commutative diagram:

^o(QG) ^ HH0(QG)h ^ Q

res I trans J, x n ^

K0(QG') - HHoiQG') ~ Q

(the right square commutes because H C G7 and because of the
observation made above). Write HH0(QG)h HH0(QG)cy) © HH0(QG)'^
where HH0(QG)# is the direct sum of the M0(QG)C(g)'s over

C(g) e c(H) - {C(1)J; also, HH0(QG') HHQ(QG')cm © HH0(QG')'.
Then trans(HH0(QG)C(i)) C HH0(QG')C(i) and trans(i///0(QG)^)
C HHq{QG')'. By Lemma 8.6, G7 has the WBP over Q, i.e. the composite

Kq{QG') ^ HHq{QG') -+ HH0(QG')' ^ Q is zero. The conclusion follows

from the above diagram.

9. Trace formulae for homological intersections

The goal of this section is to prove a "trace formula" (Theorem 9.13) for
the homological intersection of the graph of a map F: M x Y -> M with the

graph of the projection map p:Mx Y^M where Y is a closed oriented

manifold and M is a compact oriented manifold. This result will be

applied in §10 to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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In what follows, all homology and cohomology groups will have

coefficients in a field F. Recall that we use Dold's sign conventions [D2]

for cup, cap and cross products.
Let M be a compact «-dimensional manifold with boundary 8M.

Assume M is oriented over F with fundamental class [M] e Hn(M, 8M).
Let V C M be an open collar of 8M and M' M - V. Let À C M x M be

the diagonal and let

(M x M, M' x 8M) 4 (M x M, M x M - A) and

(Mx M,M' x 8M) 4 (MxM,Mx8M)
be the inclusions. Since / is a homotopy equivalence of pairs it induces

an isomorphism /* : //* (M X M, M X 8M) - if* (M x M, M' X 8M). We

define the diagonal cohomology class DM e Hn (M x M, M x 8M) by

(i*)~lj*(TM) where

rM g (M x M, M x M - A)

is the Thorn class of M (see [Sp, §6.2] where TM is called an orientation
for M).

There is a slant product Hl{M x M, M x 8M) (x) Hj (M, 8M)
see [MS, p. 125]. The reader should be aware that the sign conventions

for cup, cap and cross products used in [MS] coincide with those of [D2]
but differ from those of [Sp]. A straightforward adaptation of the proof
of [MS, Lemma 11.9], where the case 8M 0 is treated, shows that
the fundamental class of M and the diagonal cohomology class of M are
related by:

Proposition 9.1. Dm/[M] 1 eH°(M).
For each k ^ 0, choose a basis {bj\j 1, ...,N(k)} for Hk(M). Let

{bj\j=s 1, N(k)}, be the corresponding dual basis for Hk(M), i.e.

{b* ,bkj) - 5 u (Kronecker delta). For k ^ 0, define dj~k e Hn~k(M, 8M),
7 =1, Af(&), by bk d"~k n [M]. The proof of [MS, Theorem 11.11]
carries over directly to show:

Proposition 9.2. DM £^0(- 1)* EfiVx
Let T be a parameter space (Y is not required to be a manifold).

Let F:Mx YM be a map. For a e Hg(Y), define /f-(a) e F by
F*{bkj x a) E^ + )/|(a)Z?f + ^.
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The Künneth Theorem allows us to write

k N(s)

F*(bk)£ £ x
s0 1=1

where co (k,j,s,I)eHk~s(Y).

Lemma 9.3. /*.(a) (- l)«*<co(A: + q,a).
Proof. We have:

fljia) (bk + q,F*(bk x a)) (Fa)k + q N(s)

X È (bS! x a(k; + q, i,s, l), bj X a)
5 0 /= 1

£ + g /V(5)

ä E È (-l){k + q-s)k(bst n bk, (ù(k + q, i, s, I) n a)
s 0 / 1

to (~ 1) **<©(£ + g, i, k,j), a).

Let F:M x y M x M be defined by F(/w, y) (F(m, y), ra) and let

p:Mx Y^M be projection. We define the intersection invariant of F
to be the degree 0 homomorphism I(F): H^{Y) H*(M) given by
7(F)(a) « p*(F*(DM) n ([M] x a)) e Hq(M) where a e Hq(Y).

Proposition 9.4. For any a g Hg(Y),
N(/c)

1(F)(a)I (-1)* E
k^O j=1

Proof We have:

x £/;-*) u (d]~k x 1)

/ k N(s) _
v

X X bj x(ù(k,j,su(rff'xl)
\*«0 /= 1 /
k N(s)

X X 1) u
s=0 1=1

Now (è* u d"~k) n [M] b]n(d"~k n [M]) b) n b) and thus

x dnj~k) n ([M] x a)
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k N{s) _

Z Z (~ l)(k-sîn{(bs,udj~k) n[M])x (œ(k,j,s,l
5 0 1=1

k N(s)

£ V (-. 1)U >: (/>; n bj)x(<o(A',j, s, /) n o.)

5 0 /= 1

Using Proposition 9.2 and the above identity, we obtain:

F*0Dm) n ([M] x a)

N(k) k N(s)

X (-!)* I Z Z (- l)(Ar_sH(U n ô,-) x (®(k,j,s, n a)
A ^ 0 J 1 5 0 / 1

Now p*((<ù(k,j, s, l)na) x (&J n ô* 0 unless k - s q. Thus

p*(F*(DM)n ([M] x a))

N(* N(k-q)
Z (-1)* Z Z (-\)"k<(o(k,j,k

A ^ 0 j= 1 1

Since " q 0 for k - q < 0, we can rewrite the above expression using the

index variable r k - q as:

P*(F*(Dm) n ([M] x a))
(9-5) 7V(r + ç) 7V(r)

I (-IK S E (- l)^r < co(r + qj, r, /), a>(Z?/n ôj**)
r ^ 0 y 1 / 1

Using Lemma 9.3,

N(k) _ N(k) N(k + q)

E (-1)* E iJnF^Jx a)= E (- 1)^ E E n +')
A- ^ 0 j 1 A ^ 0 y 1 t 1

iV(A) 7V(A + <y)

Z (-!)* E Z (- l)qk (a>(k + q, i, k,j),a) (bj n b1 + i)
A ^ 0 j — 1 / 1

Clearly, this last expression is the same as (9.5).

We define the diagonal homology class AM e Hn (M x M, 8M x M) by
AM= A*([M]) where A is the diagonal map A (a) (x, x) regarded as a

map of pairs A : (M, 8M) -> (M x M, 8M x M).
The homology class AM can be expressed in terms of a basis for

homology and Poincaré duality. Let {bk}, {bk} and {d]~k} be as

in the discussion preceding Proposition 9.4. Let ar}~k bk n [M]
eHn_k(M,dM),j= 1

Proposition 9.6. AM 1 )k^-k)ani~k x bk.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that M is connected.
Observe

d"~* n a]-kdni'kn(bkn[M]) (d^~ku n [M]=(-l)("-*>*(ft^u df~k)n [M]

(- 1 )(n-k)kj}kn (d"~[M]) (- 1) <»-*>* ft* n ft*

(- 1 )<"-*>*8yft?

where ô/y is Kronecker's delta.

By the Künneth formula, we can write

am= ik>0i^i^ckjar
where c*- e F. We have

(d"r-'x b's)n AM (dp' x b's)nA*([M]) A*(A*«"' X ftj) n [M])
A *((dnr-'xjb's)n[M])

(- 1) <»-'>'A, ((ftju d"r-')n
(-1) A * (fti n « n [M]))

(-l)C-')'A«(&|ni;) (-l)<"-'>'8„ft? x b°.

Now, (d"'1x b's)na"~kxft*) 0 whenever I ± k and

{dnr~'xbls)n (aT'xb'j)(- x (ftpftj)
6,(5„ft? x ft®

It follows that c'f { — l),("_,)ôrs. D

Up to sign, the diagonal homology and the diagonal cohomology classes

are Poincaré dual:

Proposition 9.7. DM n ((M] x [M]) (- 1)" AM.

Proof. Observe that

(ft* x drk)n([M] x [M]) (- 1) <""*>* (ft* n [M]) x [M])

(- x ft*

Using the formula for DM given by Proposition 9.2,
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DMn([M] x [M]) E (- 1)* I X n ([M] X [M])
A: ^ 0 / 1

N(k)

E C-1)* S (~ 1)("-x b,
k^O i=1

N(*)

(-l)"E E (- 1) *<"-*>«?- X b,
k^O i 1

(- by Proposition 9.6.

Until now 7 has been an arbitrary parameter space. For what follows we

assume that 7 is a closed q-dimensionalmanifold which is oriented over F.

Let [7] e H„{Y)bethe fundamental class. Define Gr ->

x 7 x M and Gr (F): M x f-»Mx Y x M by {m, y, m)

and Gr (F) (m, y) (m, y, F(m, y)). Define homology classes

A Gr(p)*([M] x [7]) eHn + q(Mx YxM,Mx Y x QM)

B Gr (F)* ([M] x [7]) eHn + q(Mx

We define the intersection product A » B e Hq(M x Y x M) as follows. Let

51 : H"(M x 7 x M,8Mx 7 x M) Hn +q(Mx Y x M, M x Y x 8

82: H" (M x Y x M, M x Yx9M)-* Hn + q (MY x M)

be the Poincaré duality isomorphisms for the manifold triad (M x 7 x M;
M x 7 x 8M, 8M x Y x M) given by cap product with [M] x [7] x [M].
Then

Al (8f1 CÖ) u 82"1 (x4)) n [M] X [Y] X [M]

Definition 9.8. The graph intersection invariant of F is 0'(F)
(P\)*(Â * B) e Hq (M) where pp.MxYxM-^M is projection to

the first M factor.

Remark 9.9. The graph intersection invariant of F can be obtained

geometrically using transversality. Suppose F has no fixed points on

dM x Y. Then the boundaries of the embedded submanifolds Gr (p)(M x Y)
C M x Y x M and Gr (F) (M x Y) C M x Y x M are disjoint and so these

submanifolds may be made transverse via an ambient isotopy of the identity
which leaves a neighborhood of the boundary of M x Y x M (pointwise)
fixed. The set theoretic intersection of the perturbed submanifolds is a closed

orientable manifold of dimension q which we orient using the "intersection
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orientation" taken in the order: the perturbed Gr(j?)(F X M) first followed
by the perturbed Gr(F)(Fx M). By Proposition 11.13 of [D2, §VIII], the

resulting oriented manifold is a cycle representing A • B. Projecting this cycle

to M via p\ yields a representative of 0'(F).

The isomorphisms ôf1 and Ô2_1 can be described explicitly using the

slant product. Let (Z;diZ,d2Z) be a compact oriented manifold triad
and K dd{Z dd2Z. Since

(Z-QiZ,d2Z-K) X (Z-d2ZidlZ-K) C(ZxZ.ZxZ-A),
(Z-d2Z,diZ-K) X (Z-diZ,d2Z-K) C (ZxZ,ZxZ-A)

there are slant product pairings:

ff (ZxZ,ZxZ - A) ® Hj{Z - a2Z, H'~'(Z - 9,Z, d2Z -
H'{ZX Z, Z X Z - A) (x) Hj(Z - dtZ,d2ZH'~'{Z - 92Z, 0iZ-K)
By the existence of collars, the inclusions (Z — 92Z, d\ Z — K) ^ (Z,diZ)
and (Z - 0i Z, ô2Z - K) ^ (Z, 62Z) are homotopy equivalences and so we

obtain pairings:

H'{ZxZ, Z X Z - A) (x) Hj(Z, 8,Z) ^ H'~'{Z, 92Z)

//< (Z x Z, Z x Z -A) ® Hj (Z, 92Z) ^ tf'-z (Z, 9, Z)

Let m dimZ. The inverse to the Poincaré duality isomorphisms

6, : Hm-J(Z, 92Z) -+ Hj(Z, 9, Z), 8 ,(*)-= x n ([Z] x [Z])
ô2: HmJ (Z, 0! Z) -* Hj(Z, 02Z), ô2(x) xn ([Z] x [Z])

are explicitly given by 6^1 (j) (- TZ/y and b2_1(y)

(- 1 TZ/y where Tz e Hm(Z x Z, Z x Z - A) is the Thorn class

of Z (see [MS, p. 135]).

Proposition 9.10. 0'(F) 7(F) ([Y]).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume Y is connected.

Let S: M x MM x M be the "interchange map", i.e. S(x,y) (y,x).
Now S*([M] x [M]) (- 1 )n[M] x [M] and so by Proposition 9.7,

AM DMn S*([M] x [M]) S*(S*(Dm) n ([M] x [M])). Hence S*(AM)
5*(Fm) n ([M] X [M]). Using the inverse to the Poincaré duality

isomorphism, we have TMxM/S* (AM) S*(DM).
Define F S o F. Then F S o F. Also note that p p[ o F where

p[:MxM-+M is projection to the first factor. From the definition
of 7(F),
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7(F) ([Y]) p*(F*(Dm)n([M] X [Y]))

{p\uK(F*S*(DM) n ([M] x [Y]))

(9.11) nF,([M] x [Y]))

(.Pi) * (T mx m / 5 * (Am) n F* ([Af] X [Y]))

X [Y]) X (Am))

where p['isprojection to the first "M" factor.

Let F : Mx Y x M->MXM x Y and

7" : M x Mx YxMxMx Y-^Yx Y

be the "interchange maps" given by and

/(mi ,m2,y,m2,mA,y')(mi, m2, m2, mA, y, y'). Let (/'x/')•
Then I*(TMxMX TY) TMxYxMand

9'(F) (Pi)#((Sf1(B) u SUC)) n ([M] x [Y] x [M]))

(Pi)»(8r'(S) n (67'(/l) n ([M] x [Y] x [M])))

(t,1)*(S1~1(F) n xl)

(9.12) (- l)9"(Pi)*((TMxYxm/B)nA)

(— l)9" (p\)*(Tmx yxm n G x B))

(- 1)<7"(X)*/*(/*(Fmxm X Ty) n (XI X 5))

(- l)?"(7'î)*(FMxftf x n 7*G x 5))

where //• and p\ p\ ° I are projections to the first "M" factor. We have

I'*(A) Gr(/?)*([Y] X [M])S*(AM) x [Y]

7i(5) Gr(F)*([Y] X [M]) F*([Y] X [M]) X [y0] + ß

where [y0] e Ho(Y) is represented by y0 e F and ß is a finite
sum of the form ß= £/^/x w,- with wz- e Hn.(Y), nt ^ 1, and

Uj e Hn + q_ n. (M x M, 9M x M). It follows that:

Iif{A x B) {-1)'<" + «»S,(A#) x F*([Y] x [M]) x [Y] x [y0]

+ E (-1) + S* (Am)XU, X[Y]XW,-.
i

Since TV n ([7] x i//) lies in homology of degree > 0,

(p\)*((Tmxmx7» n (S*(Am) x üf X [Y] x «,•))

(-D?(?-"i)(pt)*((FMxMn (S*(AM) x x ([Y] X «,))) 0
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Using (9.12),

9 '(F) (-1)*"(K)*0TmxmX 7Vn/*04 Xß))
(-1)«"(-1 )^" + O)(P4I)*((TmxmXTy)n(S* (AM) XA (m
X [M]) X [7]X C^oD)

(-l)H-l)Hp?)*((rMxMn(S*(AM)xF*(m x [M])))
x(Frn([7] x Ly0])))

(^)»((^XMn(S»(Atf)x^([y] x [M]))) x x [j0]))
(p[%(TMxMn * F*(IY]x [M])))

7(F) ([7]) by (9.11).

Combining Propositions 9.4 and 9.10 yields:

Theorem 9.13 (Trace Formula). The graph intersection invariant is

given hy:

N(k) _
e'tf7) I (- 1)* E b) n F*( x [7]).

k>0 7=1

Remark. It is easy to check that Theorem 9.13 remains valid over a

principal ideal domain i? in place of the coefficient field F, provided we

assume that H*(M\R) is a free i?-module.

10. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.5

In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.5 which assert the equivalence,
under appropriate hypotheses, of the four definitions of the first order Euler
characteristic introduced in § 1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 (ii). Let M be a compact connected oriented PL or
smooth n-manifold with boundary (as well as being the underlying simplicial
complex of a compatible triangulation). Using Definition Ai, we are to show

that -0(y); the case of other coefficient rings R will then

follow immediately. Fattening if necessary, assume n ^ 4.

Let J: M x I ^ M be a homotopy from idM to a map j, such that the

graph of JIM x [ I > ] meets the graph of p |

M x [ i x ] transversely in

I % (M) I arcs ; this can be achieved by classical techniques of cancelling

unnecessary pairs of fixed points. Note that j will then have precisely
I %(M) I fixed points, all transverse and having the same fixed point index.
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Denote by Fy, the concatenated homotopy J~l * Fy * J. It is clear that,
using Definition Ai, trace(0^+ \Dyk) trace(ë/t+ \D\), since the new
contributions cancel one another. By perturbing rel M X {0, 1}, we may
assume that the graph of Fy meets the graph of p transversely, and that

Fix(FY) consists of circles in M x (0, 1) and | %(M) | arcs in M x I joining
Mx {0} to M x {1}. It may be assumed (see [GNi,§6(B)]) that Fy is

cellular with respect to suitable triangulations of M and M x 7.

If %{M) 0, there are no arcs. In that case, the required geometric

arguments are to be found in [GNi, §6]; and Definitions Ai and Ci are

indeed equivalent. (The point is that in [GNi] there is a precise sense in which

contributions to the fixed point set associated with M x {0, 1} are ignored, so

that when such points are present, i.e. when %{M) =£ 0, something more must
be said, and will now be said.)

Suppose %(M) 0. Fy is a homotopy from j to j. By our constructions,
since j is homotopic to idM and has the least possible number of transverse
fixed points, all those fixed points are in the same fixed point class, (in the

sense of classical Nielsen fixed point theory [Br], [J]). Moreover, the arcs are
all in the same fixed point class of Fy in the analogous sense defined
in [GNi]. By symmetry, if an arc meets (x, 0) then an arc meets (x, 1), but
perhaps a different arc. However, since all the arcs are in the same fixed point
class, the methods of [Di] allow us to perturb Fy rel M x {0, 1} so that,
for the perturbed map, an arc meeting (x, 0) also meets (x, 1). The arc
ß(G Fy(x, t) is homotopically trivial, for if the arc of fixed points a
joins (x, 0) to (x, 1) then ß is homotopic to {Fy o a) {p o a)-1. Thus the
methods of [Di] allow us to perturb Fy further so that a is replaced by a
circle of fixed points missing M x {0, 1} together with an arc of fixed points
coinciding with ß. Thus these arcs contribute zero to 0*(y). So, again,
the argument in [GNi, §6] shows, that Definitions Ai and Ci are equivalent:
the trace formula in Definition Ai describes the homology class of the circles.

Summarizing, we have proved Part (ii) of Theorem 1.1.

We prove Part (i) of Theorem 1.1 by first showing that Definitions Bi and
C] agree when A is a compact oriented manifold. Then, using the already
proved Part (ii), we establish the equivalence of Definitions Ai and Bi.

The trace formula in Definition Bl was introduced by Knill in [Kn]. As we
remarked in §1, it is independent of basis. Moreover, it is a straightforward
exercise to show that it is a homotopy invariant.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1 (i). Let X be a finite CW complex, as in §1.

By homotopy invariance of the formulas in Ai and Bi, we may assume
the attaching maps in X are polyhedral. Therefore we may PL embed X
in some R" as a strong deformation retract of a compact codimension 0

PL submanifold, M, e.g. a regular neighborhood. Now, any Fy as

in §1 can be extended to map M x S1 - X M by precomposing
with r x id where r:M~+X is a strong deformation retraction. By
Remark 9.9 and Theorem 9.13, Definitions Bi and Ci are equivalent
for M. By Theorem 1.1 (ii), Definitions Aj and Ci are equivalent for M.
Hence, using homotopy invariance, Definitions A! and B! are equivalent
for X.

In [Kn] there also appears an "intersection class", whose definition we

now recall. (Actually, the context in [Kn] is much more general: we only
extract what we need.)

Throughout the remainder of this section, all homology and cohomology

groups will have coefficients in the principal ideal domain R. Let M
be a compatibly oriented, compact, codimension 0, PL submanifold
i:M°>Rn. Let F:MxSl^M be such that Fix(F) n 8M X Sl 0.

Let [M x Sl] e Hn +1 (M x S], 8M x S1) be the fundamental class of
M x Sl and let [Rn] be the generator of Hn (R", R" - {0}) determined

by the orientation. Following Leray [Le] and Dold [DJ, Knill defines the

intersection class of F to be the image, IR(F), of [M x Sl] under the

following composition:

Hn +((M, 0M) X S1) ^ Hn +l{MX1 - Fix (F))
° °""^°

Hn + \ ((R", R" — {0}) x M) -* Hi (M)

where p:M x S1 -> M is projection and Hn +1 ((R", R" - {0}) x M) ^ Hx (M)
is the inverse of the isomorphism HfM) ^ Hn + i ((R", R" - {0}) x M),
y [Rn] x y.

We make use of the following special case of [Kn, Theorem 1]:

Theorem 10.1. Suppose H*(M) is a free R-module. Then

— Ir(F) —S ("1)*+1 Ik^0 j
where [S1] e Hi(Sl) is the fundamental class and where for each

k ^ 0,{bkj} is a basis for Hk(X) with corresponding dual basis,

{bj}, for Hk{X). The cap product is taken with Dold's sign
convention.
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. We show -/?*t(<Ê>y)*([S1]) coincides with

Definition Bj. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 (i) above, we may assume

that A is a compact polyhedron which is PL embedded in some R" as a

strong deformation retract of a compact codimension 0 PL submanifold, M.
Extend 0Y to a map by precomposing with r x id
where r : M -> X is a strong deformation retraction. The homotopy invariance

of Definition and Theorem 10.1 imply that -/^(T7) %i(X, R) (y).
By [D3, (3.3)] and [BG, §9], IrW) coincides with ([S1]).
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